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Rotary Club
Kids'Zone
fun for all

11 See Page 2A
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General
Assembly
Wraps up
Its session

Freedom lest

Spacial to dee Lodger
Parents can keep the kids
entertained at this year's Rotary
Club Kids' Zone from 4 p.m. to
9 p.m. Friday. July 3, and from
8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
July 4, on the Court Square at
5th and Maple streets, according
to Erin Carrico, executive director of the Murray Convention &
Visitors Bureau.
One of Freedom Fest's most
exciting areas for kids and families alike, Kids' Zone will feature the usual inflatables. The
Excalibur Castle and Giant
Slide will be on hand to offer
bouncing fun in addition to an
inflatable slip-n-slide, she said.
The Challenger games provide a safe variety of jumping,
hasketball, pop-up obstacles,
climbing and sliding. The everpopular sand art is back and
other arts and crafts will also be
available so everyone has a
chance to participate. Make sure
your child has their turn to
"Paint the Pig" and make their
mark on the ceramic pig that

42071

Legislators agree on
budget addressing
deficit, incentives
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
he Kentucky General Assembly
adjourned Wednesday following an
eight-day session that produced a
budget eliminating the Commonwealth's
deficit for at least a year while providing
incentives to strengthen business and job
growth.
Legislators approved a plan that wilL
eliminate a Si billion budget shortfall by
using $740 million in federal economic
stimulus funds. The remainder would be
i handled through a 2.6 percent cut to government agencies.
The legislation will force deeper funding:
cuts in some areas of state government
including natural resources, tourism and
environmental protection, according to art
Associated Press report this morning. :
Gov. Steve Beshear said he would sigri
the proposal because it maintains statC
funding for K-12 education, Medicaid and
public safety.
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8 Times
"Overall. I'm going to sign this bid:
RACER 101: Rachel Dismukes, left, of St. Charles, Mo. end Shelly Ezell, of Louisville, both incoming freshmen at
becausejthink it's the best we can do right
Murray State University, work with their team during one of the activities at this week's Racer 101 camp The camp now," Weakly-sr said. "Storm clouds stilt
is a three-day experience for incoming freshmen who are interested in taking a deeper look at Murray State and
loom overhead."
leadership. Around 50 participants from across the nation attended.
Fifth District Rep. Melvin Henley, DMurray, said some provisions will benefit
Calloway County directly; primarily
Murray State University and local activeduty military personnel. However other
provisions will aid Calloway indirectly
through economic development incentives
will be the second. He said the was currently piling up under the for existing and prospective business interBy HAWIUNS TEAGUE
first meeting was called after he leadership of President Barack
Staff Writer
David Roos is worried about and a few others started discussing Obama and was also disgusted
MU will benefit from funds planned for
out-of-control government spend- their concerns about the national with overboard spending during equine programs at state-sponsored coling and is organizing a group to debt and he hoped to get many the George W. Bush administra- leges. The funds are intended for construcmore involved. The meeting will tion. Roos said he considers him- tion, expansion or renovation of facilities
fight against it.
The group is known as ACT be at noon on Friday in the back self an independent, and he said or for purchase of equipment.
(Active Concerned Taxpayers) of room at Ryan's Restaurant on the group will be non-partisan.
The legislation also makes provision to
Roos said it upset him that his eliminate state income taxes for all active
Calloway County. Roos said the Highway 121 North.
Roos said he was extremely
first organizational meeting was
Roos
•See Page 2A
last Friday. July 19, and tomorrow alarmed at the debt the country II See Page 2A
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Roos: Anti-deficit group to meet Friday
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MO Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower 90s.
Thursday night.. Mostly
clear. Lows in the mid 70s.
sunny.
Friday ..Mostly
Highs in the lower 90s.
night Partly
Friday
cloudy. A 20 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Lows in
the lower 70s
,poisnrstr) By
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Obama not
closing door
on health
care tax
By RICARDO AJLONSO
-ZAI_DIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -With lawmakers trying to
crunch the numbers on a SI trillion health care overhaul,
President Barack Obama is
leaving the door open to a new
tax on employer-provided
health care benefits.
said
Senior
senators
Wednesday the benefits tax
could be essential for the complex plan to be fully financed.
"1 don't want to prejudge
what they're doing," Obama
said, referring to proposals in
the Senate to tax workers who
get expensive insurance policies. Obama, who campaigned
against the tax when he ran for
president. drew a quick rebuff
from organized labor.
For Obama, the health care

111 See Page 2A

Local resklents
reminded of
Freedom Fest
mad changes

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8 Times

HIGHLAND FESTIVAL PREPARATIONS: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing donned a kilt in the
Murray tartan to honor and promote the West Kentucky Highland Festival which will be held
in Murray October 17. Pictured, from left, are John McConnachte, Mike Smith, Rushing and
Darrell Duncan

Staff Report
Police
Murray
The
Department is alerting the
public of roadways that will
be restricted to only right
turns during Freedom Fest
Certain roads in the city
will be restricted to rightturn traffic only in an effort
to eliminate traffic flow
problems during the weekend of activities.
The restricted intersections will include the intersections of Chestnut Street
and Eighth. 10th and 12th
streets; 12th Street and
Arcadia Circle; 12th Street
and the Roy Stewart
Stadium entrance; 12th
Street and Highway 121;
12th Street and the Kroger
entrance; 12th Street and the
light at Wal-Mart. and all of
Highway 121 from 12th
Street to Coldwater Road.
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•Special session
From Front

;

duty military, reserve components and National Guard personnel beginning July 1,2010
.-.. However Murray Independent
and Calloway County schools or
'illy other school across the state
will not see funding for construction or other improvements
-without the extra revenue from
expanded gaming which was
defeated in both houses.
"All the promised funding for
regional universities and K-I2
schools; all of that is out,"
Henley said. "Just as I knew it
would because the funding
. Mechanism in the slots bill did: t get through the senate and
•:anybody with one-eyed, half:sense knew it wasn't going to."
- . A prospective economic
:development bill and a bridge
.authority bill were rolled into
one piece of legislation early
Wednesday.
"They reached an agreement
on that but we had to suspend
the rules because there were
some things added in it that
were not in the original," he
said.
First District Sen. Ken
Winters, R-Murray, said this
morning that, overall, he was
pleased with the session and
comfortable with what was
achieved.
"Naturally there were times of
frustration during the session,
but in retrospect it would seem
to me that it came out pretty
good," Winters said. "I feel

...

good about the three issues that
we dealt with Overall I think
the attitude was good and the
product that was produced came
out in a respectable form."
Winters particularly praised a
new business incentives package that would strengthen existing industry and lure others to
the Commonwealth,
"We also had a positive one
that will get something done to
set up the infrastructure that will
help with major highway and
bridge projects and so forth," he
said. "The budget reconciliation
came out unanimously in the
Senate."
According to a news release
from House Speaker Greg
Stumbo's office Wednesday
afternoon following the vote,
large bridge projects such as
construction of new bridges
crossing the Ohio at Louisville
and possibly over the Tennessee
and Cumberland rivers at LBL
will move forward.
"This short special session has
a long list of accomplishments,
and every Kentuckian will benefit," Stumbo. D-Prestonsburg,
said. "It will move the state forward in numerous ways, and
speed up our recovery during
these trying economic times. I
am proud of the leadership the
House has shown, and of the
way both the House and Senate
came together in difficult
times."
According to the release, the
legislation will:
• overcome the SI billion

shortfall for the upcoming fiscal
year as well as shield funding
for pnmary, secondary and postsecondary education and critical
health programs like Medicaid
from cuts. State employees will
not have to forfeit holiday pay
as proposed.
• establish a funding mechanism for road projects costing at
least $500 million that will benefit the proposed Louisville
bridges and other large projects
like 1-69 in western Kentucky.
Under the legislation, Kentucky
will create a new authority that,
with state and local input, will
issue the bonds for "mega" projects.

• implement a new vehicle
trade-in tax credit, which will
allow people to count the value
of their trade-in when it comes
time to pay taxes on the new
vehicle they are buying.
• allow Kentucky-based companies to re-tool and re-train
employees to stay competitive.
It will also help bring a
NASCAR Sprint Cup race to the
Kentucky Speedway and bnng
the Breeders' Cup to Churchill
Downs.
Additionally, it will make
Kentucky more attractive to the
film and television industry and
clear the way for the state to
compete for a next-generation
battery plant in Hardin County
that would put Kentucky at the
forefront of an industry that
could help reduce the nation's
dependence on foreign oil,
according to Stumbo.

Roos, taxes

and that the group planned to

From Front
grandchildren and generations
beyond them would be saddled
with paying off the debt. He said
he was also concerned that the
United States population's saving habits had changed since he
was growing up and was taught
to save 10 percent of his
income. He said it pains him
that he made his living in one of
the most prosperous times in
American history, but future
generations could have to deal
with a huge national debt and
lower standard of living.
"It alarms you when you think
your grandkids will never know
a day as good as you had it," he
said.
Roos said tomorrow's meeting
would determine how often the
group meets, and members
would soon set a few plans into
action. He said he hoped to
book a booth at Freedom Fest to
spread awareness of the group

submit petitions to the federal
government to plead that it curtail its spending. Sometime in
the fall. ACT may throw a tea
party similar to the ones that
weie held across the country on
April 15 this year, the day taxes
were due Roos also said he
advocates

From Front

refraining

from

spending the stimulus money
that hasn't been

used

yet

because the economy appears to
be heading for recovery.
Roos added that he mostly just
hopes elected officials will consider the consequences of what
they are doing.
"Politicians are only concerned about grandkids if it
helps them get elected," he said.

II Kids' Zone ...
From Front
will surely be covered from
snort to tail by the end of the
two day event. Kids can enjoy
the inflatables and activities free
of charge, according to Carrico.
"Parents are encouraged to
participate in these fun activities

with their children. It is a safe,
but fun, atmosphere where kids
are allowed to be kids," Carrico
said.
For more information visit the
Murray Convention and Visitors
Bureau website at www.tourmurray.com or call (270) 7592199.

At its heart, any legislation is
Hospitals were being asked to
Mont., labored in a series of
meetings to produce at least an accept a reduction of roughly expected to require insurance
that could $155 billion over the next companies to offer coverage to
that they would get only the outline of legislation
Of decade in fees they are promised any applicant, without exclusupport.
bipartisan
command
services allowed under a new
under government programs sions or higher premiums for
comSenate
and
House
five
the
government insurance plan he's
as Medicare and Medicaid, pre-existing medical conditions.
such
care
health
a
on
working
mittees
proposing?
Overall, Baucus has said he
to numerous officials.
according
only
the
is
Finance
overhaul.
bite.
wouldn't
Obama
to hold the size of any
hopes
American
the
at
Officials
a
have
to
appears
that
one
If "it's my family member, if
Hospital Association and the legislation to SI trillion or less,
it's my wife, if it's my children, chance at such an agreement.
American and in private negotiations there
of
Baucus appeared especially Federation
if it's my grandmother. I always
about further
want them to get the very best eager to show progress before Hospitals said they could not were discussions
for
eligibility
back
scaling
discussions.
any
on
comment
Capitol
the
from
exodus
the
Obama
said.
care,"
Baucus is seeking similar con- insurance subsidies from the
Earlier in the day, the adminis- begins.
Several officials said he was cessions from nursing homes, government.
tration and its allies pushed for a
Additionally, Baucus was still
prominent display of progress in negotiating with representatives insurance companies, medical
the Senate before Congress of the nation's hospitals, hoping device makers and possibly oth- searching for ways to cover the
begins a weeklong vacation to conclude an agreement that ers, noting that any legislation cost of his emerging legislation,
would build on an $80 billion would create a huge new pool of and numerous officials said he
Friday.
industry appeared roughly $200 billion
for
Senate Finance Committee weekend deal with the pharma- Customers
shy of achieving that goal.
providers.
Chairman Max Baucus, D- ceutical industry.

1111 Health care tax ...
debate got personal during an
ABC News town hal! at the
White House on Wednesday.
The prime-time program was
the latest in a string of events
designed to build public support
for his plan to slow the rise in
health care costs and expand
coverage to the nearly 50 million uninsured.
Dr. Orrin Devinsky, a neurologist at the New York University
Langone Medical Center, challenged Obama: What if the president's wife and daughters got
sick? Would Obama promise

Rag law, others take
effect in Kentucky

...

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
U.S flags flying over government buildings in Kentucky
will have to be made in
beginning
on
America
Thursday.
That's the day most of the
more than 100 new laws created by the state legislature cash
er this year will take effect
including one that bans sex
offenders from social networking Internet sites and another
that requires home health agen
cies to conduct criminal back
ground checks on employees.
The flag law drew wide
spread support in both the
Senate and House, passing both
chambers without a single dissenting vote. Lawmakers who
ushered it through the legislative process said while it sent
an important patriotic message,
it also was intended to protect
American jobs in textile factories that manufacture the Stars
and Stripes.

Term Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m
Thursday in City Hall. There
will be a presentation of the
2009-2010 budget from the
Tourism Commission and a
recommendation from the
Architectural Review Board
regarding proposed changes
to the Historic Preservation
Guidelines.
There will be a recommendation to authorize the Mayor
to enter into a lease with the
Purchase Area Development
District for the property
owned by the city at 208
South Fifth St. The lease is
for a year and will expire
June 30, 2010. The council
will also vote on a resolution
authorizing the mayor to
apply to the Kentucky Office
of Homeland Security for
Law
in
$16,783.61
Protection
Enforcement
Program funds.
Public
Works
The
Committee will also meet at
6 p.m. to discuss the solid
waste contract.
• The Murray Human
Rights Commission will meet
from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday at
City Hall and will discuss
community outreach activities.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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U.S. drone attack misses target, kills 80

Obituaries
Mike Rose
Mike Rose. 63. Murray, died Wednesday, June 24, 2009, at 7 p.m.
At his home. An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a member of Hardin Baptist Church. He was born May II,
1946. His lather, Euel Rose, preceded hun in death.
Survivors include his wife, Rosetta Shekel! Rose.
to whom he was married Sept. I, 1966; his mothet.
Thelma Gamble Rose. Murray. three daughters, Kim
Elkins and husband, Eric, Benton, and Kristie
Thompson and husband, Mickey, and Ashley Rose, and one brother.
Barry Rose and wife. Diane, all of Murray; four grandchildren.
Jacob and Benjamin Thompson and McKenzie and Morgan Elkins.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of ChurchillImes Heritage Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Bro.
Brett Miles will officiate. Pallbearers will be Mickey Thompson.
Eric Elkins. Barry Rose, Randall Scott. Randy Shekel' and Dave
Allen. Burial will follow in the Murray Memonal Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday)
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray Hospice
House, 3(X) South 8th Si., Murray. KY 42071. Online condolences
may he made at www.imesmillercom.

Donnie (Peanut) Cherry
Donnie (Peanut) Cherry. 61, Dover, Tenn., died Wednesday, June
his home
Mr. Cherry was retired from Carhart and was a member of First
Baptist Church of Dover and of the Stewart County Athletic
Association. His father, William Cherry, preceded him in death. He
was born July 11, 1947. in Model. Tenn.
Survivors include his mother, Evelyn Fox Cherry, and one brother, Wilton Cherry and wife. Mary Anne, all of Dover; two sisters,
Annie Scalf and husband. Dewey, Murray, Ky., and Mud Scalf and
husband, Andrew, Dover.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover. Rev. William Gray and Rev. Joe Shannon will
officiate. Pallbearers will be family and friends. Burial will follow
in Stewart County Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be from 3 to 8
p.m. Saturday and after noon on Sunday at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Stewart Co Athletic
Association. P.O. Box 659, Dover, TN 37058.
. 4, 2009, at
2

Mrs. Elizabeth Olive McNeely
The funeral for Mrs. Elizabeth Olive McNeely will be Friday at
I p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion, with Garry
Vacca officiating. Burial will follow in the Mapleview Cemetery,
Marion. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11:30 a.m.
Friday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calloway County
Relay for Life, c/o Pat Latimer, 101 South 4th St., Murray, KY
42071. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of
local arrangements.
Mrs. McNeely, 88, Murray, formerly of Marion, died Tuesday,
June 23, 2009, at 7:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She had worked as a clerk for Carlos Hughes, Ins. in Manon for
10 years and was a member of First Presbyterian Church. Marion.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Barney C. McNeely.
and one sister, Mary Nelle Neff. Born May 23, 1921 in Marion, she
was the daughter of the late Guy Walker Olive and Lillian Heath
Olive. Survivors include one daughter, Kathy Hodge and husband,
William (Bud), Murray; two sisters-in-law. Sylvia Jean Buck,
Independence, Mo.. and Virginia Lee Rice, Springfield. Mo.

Thomas S. Emmick
1 he funeral for Thomas S. Emmick will be Friday at noon in the
Glenn Funeral Home Chapel. Owensboro. Visitation will be from 4
to 8 p.m. today (Thursday) at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Spina Bifida Association, 982 Eastern Parkway,
Louisville. KY 40217-1566 or to Settle Memorial
United Methodist Church, 201 East Fourth St.,
Owensboro, KY 42303. Online condolences may
be left at www.glennfuneralhome.com
Mr. Emmick, 78. of Owensboro, died Sunday.
June 21. 2009, at the Lee Moffitt Cancer Center in
Tampa, Fla. Emmick was the founder of Emmick
and Valor Oil, a member of Settle Memorial United
Methodist Church. and had served in the United
States Navy during the Korean Conflict. He was
preceded in death by his parents, Roy and Elizabeth
EmmIck
Leigh Emmick, and his son-in-law, Brett Harcourt.
Survivors include his wife, Yvonne Spencer
Emmick, to whom he had been married for 52 years:
...... one son, Gary Emmick and wife. Lisa, Owensboro;
W
one daughter, Kathy Emmick Harcourt, Murray; four
grandchildren, Josh Emmick and wife, Sara. Lauren
Emmick, Sam Wilson and Joe Paul Wilson; three great-grandchildren, Coady and Avery Wilson and Kylar Emmick; two brothers,
Roy Leigh Emmick and wife, Ann, and Jimmy Emmick and wife,
Nelda: several nieces and nephews.

Paid Obituary

ISLAMABAD(API- What
appeared to be the deadliest U.S.
missile attack ever on Pakistani
soil brought an unusual reaction
Wednesday in a country that has
previously denounced such
strikes as an affront to its sovereignty - silence.
Tuesday's attack killed 80
people, Pakistani officials said,
but missed its chief target.
Baitullah Mehsud. He is the
country's top Taliban leader and
its public enemy No. I. accused
of masterminding numerous
brutal operations including the
assassination of Benazir Bhutto.
The seemingly accurate targeting appeared to point to
cooperation between the U.S.
military and Pakistani intelligence - despite Pakistani
denials. This was possible
because Mehsud- unlike some
other U.S. foes in the northwest
tribal region on the Afghan border-is so reviled in Pakistan.
Missiles apparently fired by
unmanned aircraft first struck a
purported Taliban training center in South Waziristan, then
another barrage rained down on
funeral procession for some of
those who had been killed earlier.

Mehsud attended the funeral
in Makeen village, and panicky
militants reported losing contact
with the Taliban chief for a short
time immediately after the
attack, according to radio intercepts cited by two Pakistani
intelligence officials.
But the officials said they
were later able to determine that

Mehsud left the funeral shortly
before the missiles struck.
The two missile strikes killed
at least 80 people, including several senior militants, said the
officials, speaking to The
Associated Press on condition of
anonymity because they were
not authorized to divulge the

information. Fifty-five of those
killed were at the funeral, they
said.
The Taliban gave a slightly
lower count: Waliur Rehman, an
aide to Mehsud, told the AP that
65 people were killed, including
some militants.
It was not known if innocent

civilians were among the dead,
an issue that has drawn outrage
in Pakistan and Afghanistan
whenever U.S. missiles have
been fired. The region is too
dangerous for outsiders to enter,
making independent confirmation of the attack's details
impossible.

Faulty medical data costs Americans billions
WASHINGTON (AP) -Congressional investigators said
Wednesday two-thirds of the
U.S. health insurance industry
used a faulty database that overcharged patients for seeing doctors outside their insurance network, costing Americans billions of dollars in inflated medical bills.
The flawed database is operated by Ingenix, a subsidiary of
health insurer UnitedHealth
Group, which agreed in January
to pay $350 million to settle
allegations that it deliberately
kept rates low to underpay doctors. driving up expenses for
patients.
An investigation by Sen.
John Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
shows that nearly 20 regional
and national insurers also used
Ingenix data. An ongoing probe
by New York Attorney General
Andrew Cuomo previously
focused on the use of Ingenix
data by only a handful of top
Aetna.
insurers, including
Wellpoint and Cigna. About a
including
insurers,
dozen
UnitedHealth, have already

with
settlements
reached
Cuomo.
Tuesday's report arrives as
President Barack Obama and
Democrats in Congress step up
calls for a public health care
option. The idea is vigorously
opposed by Republicans and
insurance industry executives,
who say a public plan would
drive private companies out of
the marketplace.
More than 1(X) million
Americans have plans that allow
them to see doctors who are not
part of their insurance network.
For more than a decade, insurers
submitted data to Ingenix to
determine the typical cost for
care received outside their networks.
But congressional investigators say companies would deliberately skew data to underestimate the costs of medical services, leaving patients to pay more
in out-of-pocket expenses.
"The result of this practice is
that American consumers have
paid billions of dollars for health
care services that their insurance
companies should have paid,"

Senator: Immigration
.•
revamp is a possibility

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
senator leading the Democrats'
push to revise the nation's immiClyde Thomas Parker
Clyde Thomas Parker, age 78 of Beavercreek, Ohio joined His gration laws this year said
Heavenly Father on June 21, 2009. Preceding him in death were his Wednesday it can be done if his
parents. Clyde and Beatrice Parker, a brother, Terry Parker. and a party and immigration advosister. Dortha Regina Parker.
cates get tough on illegal immiSurvivors include his wife of 55 years, Garneida gration.
(Mott); daughters, Vickie (Richard) Joyner and
"The public is tired of the
Debora (Kevin) Nichols; grandsons, Parker Joyner. rhetoric and wants a real soluJeffrey (Amanda) Nichols, and Scott Nichols; one tion," said Sen. Chuck Schumer.
great-granddaughter, Haley Nichols; two brothers D-N.Y., chairman of the Senate
and three sisters; Wallace (Ruthie) Parker of Paris, Tenn., Norman Judiciary Committee's immigra"The
(Lonnell) Parker of Nashville, Tenn., Margrette(Rex)Enoch, Hazel, tion
subcommittee.
Ky., Jeanette (David) Lindsey of Mansfield. Tenn., and Cynthia 'amnesty. amnesty. amnesty
(Larry) Kearbey of Memphis, Tenn.
was white hot two years ago.
Clyde grew up in Mansfield. Tenn.. and served in the United People still don't want amnesty,
States Air Force during the Korean War. After serving his country. but they want a solution."
he worked in the tool and die industry as a toolmaker until his retireSchumer spoke out the day
ment. He was also a member of VFW Post C63.
before President Barack Obama
of
Church
Belmont
the
of
He was a long and faithful member
meets with lawmakers from
Christ. Clyde loved nothing more than spending time with his fam- both parties in hopes of launchily. He enjoyed reading western novels, listening to Christian music
ing a full-scalc debate on a plan
and following the progress of the Cincinnati Reds.
to rework immigration policy
on
a.m.
11
June
Saturday
1010
from
visitors
receive
Family will
before the end of the year.
27, 2(X)9 at Belmont Church of Christ, 3003 S. Smithville Road,
White House spokesman
Dayton. Ohio. Memorial service will follow visitation at II a.m.
Shapiro said the adminisIn lieu of flowers please make donations to Diabetes Association Nick
is not ready to say when
tration
OH
Kettering,
112,
Suite
Dr.,
Dixie
S.
2555
Area.
Dayton
the
of
will be developed.
proposal
a
OH
Dayton,
Ave.,
Wilmington
324
Dayton,
of
Hospice
45409:
45420 or a charity of your choice. His family would like to thank the instead, today's gathering of
staff at Trinity Rehab and Skilled Nursing, as well as Hospice of officials from across the ideoDayton for their care and support. Thanks to family and friends for logical spectrum is meant as a
starting point.
their prayers and support during Clyde's illness.

INSURANCE
HOME•AUTO BUSINESS:• FARM
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AP

A Pakistani police official lays a floral wreath on the coffin of a police officer, who was killed in
a rocket attack by militants, during a funeral at the police headquarters in Peshawar, Pakistan
on Wednesday.

ort..,,

states the report from the Senate
Commerce Committee's investigative staff.
In one case. Aetna allegedly
eliminated the highest 20 percent of medical charges before
sending the data to Ingenix.
according to expert court testimony cited by congressional
investigators. Once the data was
handed over to Ingenix. officials
there "scrubbed" the numbers
again to further curb charges.
according to the testimony.
Aetna denied the allegations
in a statement Wednesday, saying they stem from a lawsuit
against another insurance company. Aetna was not party to the
case. A Senate Commerce
Committee spokesman stood
behind the report's statements,
saying they stem from evidence
given under oath by Aetna in a
court proceeding.
UnitedHealth has admitted
no wrongdoing in its handling of
Ingenix. though it agreed to
close the database and help fund
a new one operated by a nonprofit group.
Rockefeller and other law-

makers are pushing for additional changes in the insurance m*ketplace. A bill from the West
Virginia senator, who chairs the
Commerce Committee, would
compel companies to use simple, standardized language ,to
describe insurance policies. .
"Consumers can't challenge
insurance company decisions
because the companies don't
explain terms of coverage in
understandable language - I
would say deliberately," said
Sen. Rockefeller, at a hearing
Tuesday.
Former insurance executive
Wendell Potter told lawmakers
that companies deliberately use
difficult language to mislead
consumers about the scope pt
their benefits.
"Insurers know that policy.holders are so baffled by thole
notices they usually just ignote
them or throw them away," said
Potter, a former Cigna execittive. "And that's exactly tfie
point. If they were more undikstandable. more consume6
might realize that they are beig
ripped off."

4° STOCK M \RKET REPORT
.1.nvestrnimits Sinve 1854

"You should expect an honest
discussion of the issues where
we can identify areas of agteement, and areas where we still
have work to do," Shapiro said.
On such a sensitive issue,
with politicians of different parties and geographic bases disagreeing passionately, the idea is
for all factions to come together
around a broad compromise
before bringing it into the public
arena for debate and votes.
Doing otherwise likely would
result in the same kind of collapse of immigration legislation
that happened in 2007, despite
former President George W.
Bush's support for it.
Schumer said the environment to rework immigration
laws is much better now because
Americans are looking for resolution and Republicans recognize -they are headed nowhere"
if they can't improve in the polls
with Hispanic voters.
He said Democrats have to
toughen their stance.
"I've told the advocates we
have to come down hard on illegal immigration." Schumer said.
"I say illegal immigrants."
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Cat Adoption & Microchip
event scheduled Saturday

401.1...•••••

nyayernen/

e}4nyagemen/

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

The Humane Society of Calloway County's
One at A Time Cat Adoption Program will
have a Cat Adoption & Microchip event on
Saturday 9:.30 a.m, to noon at Murray Digital
Solutions on the south end of the courtsquare
In Murray at 407 Main St., Murray,
In addition to having cats available for
adoptions, the society will be offering
mkrochipping to pet owners at the same
time. The cost is $10 and bring your cat in a
carrier for safety and your dog on a leash. To
preview the cats and older kittens, visit web.
site at www.forthepets.org.

Shrine Bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

American Legion Post will meet

American Legion Post ff73 will meet (tonight) Thursday at 7:
p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall located at 310 Bee Creek Drive.
Installation of officers for upcoming year and planning for Freedom
Fest events will be held. All veterans are welcome to attend and
anyone with questions can call Post Commander Amos McCarty at
293-1320 or 761-5709.

Group Home girls plan car wash

The girls of Murray Group Home will have a car wash at Ryan's
Restaurant Saturday from noon to 4 p.m. This fundraiser will be for
the residents to earn money to go into their Activity Fund Account,
so they may participate in social activities and interact in the local
community. They have to keep funds available so that they can
enjoy swimming, skating, going to movies and going out to eat.

Hocking and Etheridge

Hostilo and Rowe

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Douglas Hocking of Debary, Fla., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Allison
White Hocking, to Clayton Ross Etheridge, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Harris Etheridge of Crandall, Ga.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Maurine Jones
Hopson and the late Dr. J. Lacy Hopson of Murray, Ky., and Max
Darrell Hocking and the late Margaret Eagleson Hocking of
Dundas, Ill.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Etheridge of Spring Place, Ga., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Caylor of Crandall, Ga.
Miss Hocking, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a 1999 graduate of Western Kentucky University where
she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority. She has a bachelor of science degree in elementary education and received a master's degree in school counseling at Georgia Southern University in
2005. She is currently the guidance counselor at Richmond Hill
Primary School in Richmond Hill, Ga.
miniature tropical parasols.
Mr. Etheridge is a 1996 graduate of Murray County High School
Among the guests were and received a bachelor of science degree in civil engineering techKoenig's younger brother. nology from Georgia Southern University in 2001. He is currently
Koenig: a construction project engineer for the Georgia Department of
Carter Alexander
grandparents, Brenda and Andy Transportation and a local musician in Savannah, Ga.
Shipp of Murray. and Gladys
The couple will be married in a private ceremony in St. Lucia on
Koenig of Carbondale. Ill., as July 9. 2009.
well as several other family
members and friends.
Koenig turned five on May
27. Her mother is the former
Staci Shipp of Murray.

Paul and Cecelia Hostilo of Hopkinsville announce the engagement of their daughter, Elizabeth Carolynn Hostilo. to Lincoln
Carroll Vor. Rowe, son of Debbie Garland of Murray and Wayne
Rowe of Murray.
Miss Hostilo is the granddaughter of Glen and Moyna Sims of
Murray and George and Pauline Hostilo of Hopkinsville.
Mr. Rowe is the grandson of Bruce and Melvie Garland of
Murray and Roy and Jewel Rowe of Hardin.
The bride-elect is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University
and is employed by Peel & Holland Financial Group.
The groom-elect is a 2009 graduate of Murray State University
and is a member of Phi Mu Alpha men's music fraternity.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 4, 2009, at 1:30 p.m. at Grace
Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Koenig celebrates birthday
Caroline Elizabeth Koenig,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Koenig of Murray, celebrated
her fifth birthday with a tropical-themed party on May 31,
hosted by her parents, at her
home in Murray.
The guest of honor dressed as
a hula girl in a green grass skirt
trimmed with flowers and a pink
top. She wore flower leis and
had a pink hibiscus flower in her
hair. Guests at the party were
also dressed in island attire
including grass skirts, flower
and shell-beaded leis, beachcomber straw hats and Hawaiian
shirts. Served were ice cream
and cupcakes decorated with

nyagemen/

Alton-B and Henley

•

• •

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:

•.„

Ashley Edwards
& Chip Walker
Katie Hatcher
& Drew Holton
0:

Ashley Cleaver
& Terry O'Barr
Elizabeth Hostilo
& Lincoln Rowe
Sara Russell
& James Chad Tapp
Allison Hocking
& Ross Etheridge

••

.•
rir
S.

Tamsyn Garner
& Clayton Vertees

if YouHAVEAN EVENT YOU'D
LIKE TO ANNOUNCE CALL US
AT 153-1916

CAROLINE E. KOENIG

Jessica Swann
& Glenn Timmons

TOM'S GRILLE
edeeuthlaer toa

Kiana Jackson
8c Chris Pearson

••

Enca Anderson
& Matthew Yezerslu

•

Jennifer King
& David Sevilla

•

Rachel Davis
& Nathan Martin

Dimitri's Chicken wiside & salad
8 oz Breast topped w bac or

12 oz. Pork

may purchase
online at

Tiger Golf Team will meet

The Murray Tiger Golf Team will meet today (Thursday) at 5 p.m.
at the Murray Middle School gym. This will concern the upcoming
golf season and annual fundraising Tiger Classic Golf Tournament.
Parents of current golf team members and prospective golf team
members are encouraged to attend. This will be an informational
meeting only and only the parents of the players should attend.

-,hrooms Colby Jack cheese

10•110MEOW=

honey mustard dressrng

Chop w/side & salad

Broccolt carrot, sundned tomatoes ir a creamy Alfredo

*All Lunch Menu Items Include FREE Salad*
(Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.)
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ACT plans Friday meeting
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Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004.

sr,

9 oz. Marinated Sirloin w/side & salad
Chicken Pasta Primavera wisaladsaJc;-

•

••

Stewart Cemetery, located US Hwy. 641 North between Almo and
Dexter will have its annual homecoming on Sunday at noon.Donations for the upkeep of the cemetery are requested. If unable to
attend, donations may be mailed to Sue Thweatt, 2161 Radio Rd.,
Almo, KY 42020.

Loc
corn-•

Narcotics group will meet

All Specials Good Through The Month of June

U'illiV.pintagerose.com

• •

Stewart Cemetery plans homecoming

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

FOUR DELICIOUS ENTREES UNDER $10!

13r Ida(litgrstry &fts
University Square
• 12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
.• Monday-Friday 10-5,
•
•
Saturday 10-2

The Downtown Saturday Market is open Saturday from 7 a.m, to
noon on Murray's Court Square. Items on the market inclade home
grown strawberries, tomatoes, lettuce, radishes, cabbage, asparagus,
green onions, plants, herbs, tilapia fish, fresh baked breads, rolls,
muffins, pies, cookies and organic plant food and soil conditioner
For more information call Murray Main Street, 759-9474 or Martha
Ails, market coordinator, 753-7222.
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TOPS Chapter will meet
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Jenntier Bleckler
& Morgan OBoyle
/00

Downtown Market Saturday

non-partisan newly formed group, will kick off their second organizing steenng committee meeting on Friday at noon in the back
room of Ryan's Family Steak House with David Roos. acting steering committee chairman, presiding. All Calloway County citizens:
who are deeply concerned about the future of their grandchildren
and their great-grandchildren living on a standard of living like a
third world country are invited to join and register your alarm. For
information call 753-8565.

•

Ashley Fannin
& Todd Grooms
•

The Farmers' Market of Murray and Calloway County is now
open for the season each Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the Calloway County Fairgrounds, located on Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Murray. Items available include early season produce and
ornamental bedding plants. Other items include farm raised catfish.
tilapia and all natural beef. Local farmers and gardeners urge the
public to attend.

Jill Alton of Murray and Hugh Alton of Hazel announce the
engagement of their daughter, Jennifer Alton-B., to Cameron
Henley. son of Stan and Jan Henley of Murray and the late Debbie
Compassionate Friends will meet
Henley.
Friends Support Group will meet tonight
Compassionate
Ms. Alton-B. is the granddaughter of Eric and Dorothy Edwards (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of MurrayHazel.
of
Alton
Carolyn
and
James
and
of Petersburg, Ind..
Calloway County Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost
Mr. Henley is the grandson of Melvin and Rita Henley of Murray, a child or young adult through death. For more information call
the late Eva Mohler. and the late Fred and Marie Doughty.
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498The bride-elect. a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High 8324.
bachher
for
studying
University
State
Murray
School, is attending
elor of social work degree and is employed as a bookkeeper by
Garland reunion to be July 4
Murray Calloway Transit Authority.
The annual Garland family reunion will be Saturday, July 4, at 10
The groom-elect, a 2000 graduate of Calloway County High
a.m. at the Murray-Callwoay County Park. This will be a potluck
School, will graduate with his bachelor's degree in telecommunicameal with the barbecue and chicken furnished. Persons should bring
in
University
State
Murray
from
tion systems management
chairs. For more information call Charlotte McClure at 753lawn
Henley
for
December of 2009. He is co-owner and lead electrician
or Judy English at 435-4656.
9656
Electric and Datacom, LLC.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 4. 2009, at 12 noon at
MHS Class of 1984 plans reunion
Goshen United Church, Murray. A potluck reception will follow the
The 1984 Class of Murray High School will have its 25-year
ceremony. All relatives and friends are invited.
reunion on Friday and Saturday. Family Night will be at the Big
Apple Cafe on Friday at 6 p.m. A golf scramble will be at Oaks
Country Club on Saturday at 9 a.m. and the reunion will be Saturday
night at the Oaks Country Club banquet room. Mark Boggess is the
contact person for the reunion and can be reached at his home at
753-645 or his cell at 901-848-6432 for more information.

•
•

Farmers' Market open Saturday

Mr. and

MURRAY,KY • 753-4521

.11

FOR SALE BY OWNER
3-4 bedroom,
2.5 bath
quality built
home in
Spring Creek Oaks
Subdivision.
Asking $269,900.
(270) 759-4583 after 6 p.m.
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Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schrader

Joey and Glenda Lawson

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Schrader of Puryear, Tenn., will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception hosted by their
family on Sunday. June 28, 2009, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Puryear
Community Center. All friends and relatives are invited to participate in this celebration.
Mr. Schrader and the former Faye Pinkston were married June 24,
1959 at the First United Methodist Church in Paris, Tenn.. by
Brother Irons. Their attendants were Charles Glover and the bride's
mother, Elah Mae Pinkston.
Mrs. Schrader is the daughter of the late Ben and Elah Mae
Pinkston of Pans. Tenn., and Mr. Schrader is the son of the late
George and Tommie Schrader of Puryear.
Their family includes three daughters. Jamie Haynes and husband, Joe, Murray. Ky.; Rhonda Wright and husband, Randy,
Lavinia, Tenn., and 'Tina Brannon and husband. Larry, of Puryear.
Their five grandchildren are Adnane Southard, Murray, Eric and
Blake Underwood. Lavinia. Tenn.. Doug Brannon, Puryear, and
Kaitlyn Brannon. Springville, Tenn. Their one great grandchild is
Benjamin Stokolosa of Murray.

Joey and Glenda Lawson of 4791 Radio Rd., Dexter, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 5, 2009.
A reception will be held from 2 to 4 p.m. at Best Western Motel,
Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.
The family requests that in lieu of gifts, donations be made in
their honor to the American Diabetes Association, P.O. Box 11454,
Alexander, VA 22312.
The couple was married July 3, 1959, by Lake Riley at his home
in Sharpe. Their attendants were Shirley Trusdale and Bonnie
Trusdale.
Mrs. Lawson is the daughter of the late Jewell and Beauton
Johnston. She is a housewife and mother.
Mr. Lawson is the son of the late Emmett and Mayme Lawson.
He is retired from Maintenance Sanitary Department of Greater
Peoria District.
They have two children, Christopher Lawson and wife. Dana, of
Springhill, Tenn., and Veronica Stacks and husband, Richard. Almo:
three grandchildren: three great-grandchildren.

Local CCHS student qualifies to
compete at world's largest rodeo
DENVER. Colo. —Alesha •
O'Bryan, a 10th grade student at
Calloway County High School,
Murray, Ky., has earned a position on the Kentucky State
provincial high school rodeo
team. She will be traveling with
to
teammates
fellow
Farmington, N.M.. from July
19-25 to compete at the 61st
annual National High School
Finals Rodeo in barrel racing
competition.
Featuring over 1.500 contestants from 41 states. five
and
Provinces
Canadian
Australia, this is the world's
largest rodeo. In addition to
competing for over $200,000 in
prizes. NHSFR contestants will
also be vying for more than
$325,000 in college scholarships and the chance to be
named the National High School
Rodeo National Champion. To
earn this title. contestants must
finish in the top twenty after two
go-rounds of intense competition before advancing
The NHSFR is scheduled to
air in October.
Along with great rodeo competition and the chance to meet
new friends from around the
world. NHSFR contestants have
the opportunity 10 represent
their team in a volleyball tournament, enjoy nightly contestant
dances, participate in a lalent

contest. Compete in an NRA rifle
shooting competition, test their
skills in a Knowledge Bowl
competition, have the chance to

-731PI
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Dr and Mrs. David L. Eldredge will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 5. 2(l09.
After going "steady" for almost six years, Judith Ann Beyer and
David L. Eldredge were married on Sunday. July 5, 1959. by the
Rev. F.W. Shreve in the Methodist Church of Buffalo Center, Iowa.
Mrs. Eldredge retired as a health services nurse and Dr. Eldredge
as a professor of Computer Information Systems from Murray State
University.
They are the parents of three daughters, Kristi Washam and Lynn
Martinson, both of Woodlands. Texas, and Tracey Harris and husband, Scott, of Terre Haute, Ind. They have seven grandchildren and
two great-grandchildren in Texas and Indiana.
Most of the family will be celebrating the event with a week's
stay on the north shore of Oahu. Hawaii over the week of
Thanksgiving later this year. Also a family gathering will take place
in Buffalo Center over the July 4th holiday.

Local AA lists meetings
Alcoholics
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings in
the Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday, 4 p.m.. closed, no
smoking. 12x I 2 study. 8 p.m.,
smoking;
meeting,
open
Monday, 6 p.m. closed, smoking. ladies meeting,8 p.m. open,
smoking: Tuesday, 8 p.m.
no
closed,
smoking:
Wednesday, II a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m., closed, ladies
meeting, smoking,8 p.m.. open,
smoking; Thursday. 8 p.m.
closed. smoking. big book

shop the NHSFR western trade
'visit the 'historical
attractions of the Land of
Enchantment.

111n2 Wills
ur er •
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

20% OFF
DREW ELLIOTT WILDER

Drew Elliott
Wilder

Photo provided
Pictured is Alesha O'Bryan and her horse practicing for her
entry in the National High School Rodeo.

Amy Northington Wilder and
Bart Wilder of Hoover. Ala.. are
the parents of a son, Drew
Elliott Wilder, born Thursday,
June 11, 2009. at St. Vincent's
Hospital in Birmingham. Ala.
The baby weighed 9.1 pounds
and measured 21 1/2 inches.
Grandparents are Jimmy and
Joanna Wilder of Murray, Pat
Thielen of Tempe. Ariz., and
Dr. Wade and Bib Northington
of Hopkinsville.

GOSPEL MEETING
11467 St. it. 121 North •(270)4U-2219

June 25-28
SCULLY
ROGER
(Morgan City, Louisiana)

from 7 to 8 p.m:
11753-841901 1-

ER

Thursday Evening (7 p.m.)
"Life, Death, & Beyond"
Friday Evening(7 p.m.)
"Aspects of the Crucifixion"
Saturday Evening (7 p.m.)
"Losing Jesus"
Sunday Morning Bible
Study (9:30 a.m.)
"Man's Reaction to Jesus"

GARDEN TOUR
Sunday, June 28 • 1-5 p.m.
Pick up your FREE map at Rolling Hills

-Riee-K-ICtLN
Join.us for the Week Long Sale!

June 22nd - 27th

Sunday Morning Worship
(10:15 a.m.)
"Coming to God in Worship"

30%-60%
OFF ALL SPRING &
SUMMER MERCHANDISE

Sunday Evening Worship
(1:30 p.m.)
"Being Ambitiousfor Christ"
Potluck Meal
Sunday Morning
After Services

All Trees &Shrubs

AnniYer.,zizy

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
0469 will meet
iblic Library. For
29 or 210-4173.

meeting; Friday, 12 noon. no
smoking. lunchtime meeting,
p.m. open. smoking. New corners; Saturday, 10 a.m., open.
non-smoking, 8 p.m. open, nonsmoking, speaker meeting.
Closed nieetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to.
give it up. Open meetings are
for anyone who wants to attend
an AA meeting.
For information for male contacts call at 753-9320 or 4362552, and for female contacts.
call 270-493-1227, 293-9744 or.
978-1879.

Be sure to join us Friday, June 26th
for our HUGE SIDEWALK SALE!
305 S. 12th

vivivi.clkkatley.com
e.''''—"'""''•-••••rw. 0
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Hazel artist featured in Mayfield gallery
MAY FIELD. Ky. - A reception will be held from 6 to 7:30
p.m. Friday at Mayfield's Ice
House Gallery to meet the artists
featured in -The Eye Sees What
the Heart Knows," an exhibit of
folk art that will be open through
July 31.
Folk Art can describe a wide
range of objects that reflect the
craft traditions and styles of a
particular region or culture. A
single, satisfactory definition for
Folk Art is difficult to come by
because each artist's work is so
distinctive. Along with painting,
sculpture, and other decorative
art forms, utilitarian objects
such as furniture, pottery and
baskets are also considered folk
art. These art works are generally produced by intuitive artists

who often have little academic
artistic training, and who have
no desire to emulate "fine art".
Characteristics of the an in
this show range from traditional
forms to whimsical objects of
vibi ant color and intricate detail.
The artists included are Hazel
resident Glenn Earl Newman
with a series of pen and ink
drawings of trees: Glen Gough
with woodcarvings and reliefs;
Kenneth Tyler with masks and
sculptures made of found
objects; Joan Dance with narrative paintings; James Tynes with
detailed drawings: Jimmie
Viniard with rustic carved
benches; Patty Feather with traditional and unique baskets;
Andrew Green with face jugs
and salt-glazed pottery and

Lewis Steele with carved whimseys and a complete set of
wooden spoons representing
each of the fifty states.
The Mayfield / Graves
County Art Guild is a non-profit
community arts center located in
the historic Ice House, 120
North Eighth St. (corner of
North and North Eighth Streets)
in Mayfield. The Center is
accessible to individuals with
disabilities and is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday
from 10 to 1 p.m. Admission is
free. Call the Ice House at (270)
247-6971 or email icehousearts@att.net for more information.

q:

Topy La RI
Peter as
seventh inr

NBA

Carson Center holds audition for 'Alice'
PADUCAH. Ky. - Paducah's
Carson Center is pleased to present an opportunity for the
region's students to participate
in a spectacular summer arts
The
program.
education
Missoula Children's Theatre one of the finest arts education
groups in the nation - will offer
a residency (a week of interaction, training, and mentonng)
the week of July 6-1 1.
-The purpose of this residency is to develop life skills in
children and youth of our community and region through participation in the performing
arts," said Brian Laczko.
Executive Director of the
Carson Center."We will offer a
wonderful experience with
enduring benefits for students
with a wide variety of interests
and backgrounds, including
those with special needs and
low-income
from
those
homes.The residency will use an
entertainment format to foster
enrichment and education in
children and youth. Highlights
include:
• Conducting open audition
for students grade 1 through 12
• Cast and rehearse 50-60
In
"Alice
for
students
Wonderland," a full-scale musical
• Audition and select 4-6 students ages 10 and older as
Assistant Directors
• Present interactive workshops to the students in the cast,
as well as any student and other
interested community citizens
on a variety of theatrical topics
• Present two performances
of a special adaptation of "Alice
In Wonderland" for the public
-This is an incredible opportunity for students, who will
have the opportunity to work
Children's
Missoula
with

Theatre professionals,- said
Mary Katz, Carson Center
Education Director. "Student
actors who are cast will appear
in the performances alongside
professional actors and student
directors will assist Missoula
staff with teaching, directing
and backstage technical production."
Questions about the auditions
and residency should be directed
to Katz at (270) 443-9932, ext.
250.
The open auditions will be
held Monday, July 6 from 9:30
a.m.to noon at the Carson Center
at 100 Kentucky Ave. in
Paducah. Registration will be
held in the Carson Center
Paxton Family Lobby and the
audition will be held in the Myre

River Room upstairs. All students will audition as a group for
Missoula Children's Theatre
tour actors and directors.
their
and
Students
parents/guardians are asked to
arrive early to complete audition
registration forms and permission slips.
There will be two performances on Saturday, July 11 following the week's interactive
and
activities
learning
rehearsals. The first performance will be at II a.m. and the
second will be at 2 pm.
Following the last performance
will be a Mad Hatter Tea Party.
To purchase tickets, call the
Carson Center Box Office at
(270)450 4144.

Gatesbon,ugh Sahib,mon

Alurra i Estate.v Subdivision

SPACIOUS HOME WITH MANY RECENT UPDATES' Inviting 4
bedroom. 2 5 bath brick home located on a quiet street in an establi,hed subdivision Many recent updates make this home move-in
ready Private Master Suite with walk-in closet and sitting area
Sunroorn is 20-i 14 and a deck area Large lot nicely landscaped with
mature trees and an underground invisible pet fence Priced at
5199.900 MLS 0509145

ABSOLUTELY BEALTIll. AND WELL MAINTAINED 15511* AND 0C' Be4ati 4
baptist. lbutiltome Anted se great subdiviwor sad has ilwederfill open fluor Owwiid
31x4roossasilie man floor The lukire ha pow and tuenried Barbie. and 1121111e13 çi
mai DB limbs Ire*mm Lrovm raiding, lige Maur Sze nod lovely fireplace rah
mot* xotitt s it pea room lptar, bows and par :was. plin bedroom arid bib
time aro= wee twain ad estrum"'aide pitio riroct mortices a fro* Indsoapc4 rid complit elk kilai add pia*arms Ftrwed a S:64.900 MLS04195

753- lel"

711 Main St.
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dendei
to come home to Murray Middle School
at Eighth & Main, Murray, Kentucky
for the 9th Annual

ALL CLASS REUNION
A catered lunch will be available.
Catered by Murray State University Food Service

TICKETS
ON SALE

Saturday, July 4th, 2009
10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.

NOW!

Alumni Program in Auditorium at 12:00 p.m.
Lunch in New Cafeteria at 12:30 p.m.
(RESERVATIONS REQUIRED)

• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Anvil! The Story of Anvil" tonight
(Thursday), Friday. Saturday
and Sunday. The movie
"Fanboy" will play Saturday and
the Alfred Hitchcock film,
"Lifeboat" will play Sunday For
more details. visit www.maidenalleyonema.org.

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
or
753-1916
at
Teague
hteagueamurrayledger.corn.

110 Murray Estates Drive

1107 Larkspur Drive

• The Paducah bluegrass
band Bawn in the Mash will play
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe and Copperhoof will
play Tuesday_ Music starts at 9
p.m. There is a $5 cover charge
and weekend shows are limited
to ages 21 and older.

• The Homeplace Living
History Farm at Land Between
the Lakes will hold "19th Century
Photography Day" from 10 a.m.
to noon and from 1 to 4 p.m.
Sunday Wet plate artist Tim
Parson will demonstrate techniques of early photography
using equipment fromm the period.

Kopperud Realty's Open Houses
Sunday, June 281h, 2009
1:00 pm-3:00 pm
1:00 pm-4:00 pm

NBA drat
Rubio, of
reporters
Wednesda
ketball di
tonight.

T

131u

Arts in the Region

• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
presents the "Stars of Tomorrow"
show at 8 p.m. Friday. Walker
Rainey and the Quick Step
Cloggers will headline at the
same time Saturday and the
"Patriotic Show" will be at 2 p.m
Tuesday. For tickets, call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.

Photo provide
•
TWILIGHT CABARET: The cast of Twilight Cabaret Theatre's "The Case of the Crushe
Petunias" poses for a photo on the set. Pictured from left to right are Lizzie Wouters, Shirlek:
T. Johnson, Justin Hunt (kneeling), Matthew Maitland (with guitar), and Alan Parsons.
Tennessee Williams play is part of a double bill with "Ace of Hearts" by Torn Cavanaugh, which
will both be playing at the Ken Bar Lodge in Gilbertsville every weekend starting Fhday and
continuing through Aug. 1. Dinner starts ar 6:30 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays with the show following at 8 p.m. Call (270) 436-2399 for reservations.

CLASS REUNIONS
The Class of 1959 is having their reunion in conjunction with the All-Class Reunion Join them for lunch on July
4thl Other reunions planned this year/ Let this activity be part of it.
Have a mini-reunion on July 4th or use this occasion to plan your next reunion.
Group areas and meeting rooms are available upon request.

Yes. I'm looking forward to attending the All-Class Reunion!
Names of attendees
Number of people for lunch

Sponsored by

@ $9 00

per person = $

Murray Alumni Association Lifetime Membership

=s

TOTAL

Lunch reservations are due by June 26, 2009.

Carson
Center

270.450.4444
www.thecarsoncenter.org
100 Kentucky Avenue • Paducah, KY

Make checks payable to 'Murray Board of Education" and mail to Roy Weatherly. Murray Alumni
Association c/o Murray Independent School District. 208 South 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071

Visit the Murray Independent School Distnct Website- www murray kyschools us
------------------------------------------------------------

CELEBRATING 137 YEARS OF TRADITION, PRIDE & EXCELLENCE
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LOCAL GOLF
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Nieve has New York on his mind
PITCHER EXTENDS
SUPER START WITH
6 SCORELESS
INNINGS

FRANK FRANKLIN / AP

ToMy La Russa talks to relief pitcher Chris
Perez as Jason LaRue listens during the
seventh inning Wednesday in New York.

NBA ROUNDUP

By NOVAE ROMBERG
AP Sports Wnter
NEW YORK (AP) — Fernando
Nieve has spent nearly 10 years as a
professional baseball player fighting
for a spot on a pitching staff. So he
knew exactly what to do when he saw
two on-the-mend starters throwing in
the Mets bullpen early Wednesday:
ignore them.
Yet another smart decision by the
career minor leaguer who is making
quite an impression as a fill-in starter

"Shutout innings. Giving us an oppordepleted staff.
Nieve pitched six scoreless innings tunity to win. He looks like his ball
to extend his improbable stint with really gets on guys. ... We're going to
New York and recent callup Nick keep pitching out there"
David Wright tied a career best with
Evans hit a two-run homer in an 11-0
victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on four hits and Ryan Church had three
hits and two RBIs in his first start as the
Wednesday night.
"I was thinking too much when I cleanup hitter this season. The Mets
was with the Astros. The first time it bounced back from a 4-0, two-hit loss
was when (Roger) Clemens signed." to the Cardinals on Tuesday with their
said Nieve, claimed off waivers from best offensive output of the season.
Houston in March. "Now, I just think Evans had two of the Mets' 16 hits.
"I like how Jerry put it. 'Each win
about doing my job."
And the job he's doing — 10 hits takes us a game off the schedule and
and three runs in just 18 2-3 innings as gets us one game closer to getting some
starter — might just earn Nieve (3-0) a of those guys back."' Wright said of his
spot in the rotation even after John injury-ravaged club.
The teams end the senes with a tanMaine and Oliver Perez return as soon
talizing matchup between the Mets'
as next week.
"He has to keep pitching for us," Johan Santana and the Cardinals' resurMets manager Jerry Manuel said. gent Chris Carpenter.

on a

PREP BASEBALL ROUNDUP

USA Today calls
Brockman All-American

Photo provide*:
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NBA draft prospect Ricky
Rubio. of Spain, speaks to
reporters in New York,
Wednesday. The NBA basketball draft will be held
tonight.
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INTRIGUE IN
DRAFT STARTS
AT No. 2 WITH
MEMPHIS
By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Wnter
NEW YORK (API — Ricky
RtIbio never worked out for the
Gdzzlies. Hasheem Thabeet canceted his last workout for the
beleaguered team.
,Doesn't anybody want to play
in Memphis?
—That's like my second home
the city is a great place to play. I
had a lot of fun down there," said
guard Tyreke Evans, who played
on season for the University of
Memphis.
:The intrigue in Thursday's
draft begins with the Grizzlies,
who own the No. 2 pick. The Los
Angeles Clippers choose first
and are all but certain to pick
Blake
forward
Oklahoma
Griffin, the college player of the
year.
defensive
Thabeet, the
dynamo from Connecticut. and
Rubio, the promising point guard
from Spain, are probably the best
of the rest in what's considered a
weaker draft than in recent years.
Both come with questions, and
the Grizzlies aren't prepared to
provide any answers yet.
"We don't have to take the
test until Thursday evening,"
Grizzlies general manager Chris
Wallace said. "All the options
are out there. Not just drafting,
but moving back, trading for the
right veteran. Everything is still
ou the table."
.T-hat's probably because two
of:the highest-rated players have
shown signs they aren't interested in Memphis.
Thabeet met twice with the
Grizzlies before calling off a
scheduled workout Sunday. citinf a shoulder injury. He said
Wednesday he also had a visa
issue that required him to be in
New York.
Rubio refused to even perform for Memphis, saying
Wednesday he wasn't sure he'd
get minutes playing behind O.J.
Mayo. However, perhaps he's
also aware that countrymen Pau
G4so1 and Juan Carlos Navarro
II See MEMPHIS,28

Still
Going
CROSS, MCKINNEY
STAY ALIVE Al'
WOMEN'S STATE
AM; HARPER WINS
IN BARDSTOWN
Stan Roped
Murray State golfer Morgan
Cross advanced to the semifinals of the Championship Flight
Lower Bracket on Wednesday,
beating Cindy Summers 5 and 4
at the Women's Kentucky State
Amateur at Cherry Blossom
Golf Course in Georgetown.
Cross, a rising sophomore
from Cecilia, Ky., played April
Emerson this morning for the
right to advance to the lower
bracket championship this afternoon.
•See GOLF,28

OVC HOOPS
ROUNDUP

McMillan
completes
coaching
staff
WESTVIEW'S
HASKINS JOINS
NEW UTM COACH
By UTM Sports holormslise

MARTIN, Tenn. — Kevin
• McMillan, the new women's
head basketball coach at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin, has finished assembling
his coaching staff today with the
hiring of Brian Haskins.
Haskins comes to UT Martin
from Westview High School
where he spent the past five
years as the head boys' basketball coach. He averaged 19 wins
a season and his teams have finished among the top three in the
standings during the regular season and advanced to the regional tournament all five years. He
is a two-time District 13-AA
ONCE SET DOWN A PATH FOR
Coach of the Year.
FOOTBALL, FORMER LAKER WILL
Before Westview, Haskins
served as the head boys coach at
NOW CONSIDER
Perry County High School. He
led the team to the 2002-03 state
BASEBALL OPTIONS
tournament and the No. 1 rankTOMMY DILLARD I Ledger & Times ing in the Associated Press Poll.
Haskins was an assistant
Calloway County's Casey Brockman pitches in a 4th District Tournament game against Murray in May. On Wednesday,
basketball coach at
women's
the
by
honored
be
to
nation
the
in
players
Brockman was named to USA Today's All-USA second team. He was one of only 20
Lambuth from 1999-2001, and
publication.
during his tenure the team
advanced to the NAIA National
Tournament twice. Lambuth
advanced to the Sweet 16 in the
2001 tournammt.
"Brian has been a head coach
arship otters. But Brockman says he would be and he has recruited at the colBy TOMMY DILLARD
USA Today All-USA
open to college coaches who may come calling lege level in this area and that
Sports Writer
Baseball Team
in the coming weeks.
makes him a perfect fit for us,"
When Casey Brockman answered the
Player of the Year
"I'll talk to them and consider it," he said. McMillan said. "He brings a lot
Cam
-phone and was greeted by a USA Today
Norco.
RHP
1B.
Matt Hobgood
"It's going to take something really special like of energy and has great knowlCoach of the Year
reporter several weeks ago, he was floored.
Phil Forbes — Newport News. Va
an SEC school or one of the big-time pro- edge of the game."
Brockman, who seemingly played a differFirst Team
grams. I'm happy going to Murray State playHaskins met his new boss
ent position every day for Calloway County
Matt Hobgood (1B. RHP) — Norco Calrt
ing football and if Murray State baseball wants while he was an assistant coach
Jell Maim (IF, LHP) — Las Vegas, Nev
during the 2009 baseball season, was fresh off
well.
as
that
into
look
Texas
Chnsti.
Corpus
—
really
to
(LHP)
have
John
I'd
Jordan
me.
the surprise of being named a first-team Allat Lambuth. "I recruited a lot of
Jacob Turner (RHPI — St Louis. Mo
"It would be really neat to play football and his players," Haskins said.
State selection and First Region Player of the
Will Myers(C) — High Point. N C
baseball both, hut really hard at the same
Bobby Borchenng (IF) — Fort Myers Fla
Year.
"I am fortunate to leave a
time."
Man Davidson (IF) — Yucaipa. Calif
But by the time he was done corresponding
good situation at Westview and
Fla
Scooter Gannett (IF) — Sarasota,
small-colfrom
contact
some
received
He
with America's most widely circulated newscome to a good situation here at
Donavan Tate (OF) — Cartersville, Ga
lege baseball programs earlier this year, but
paper, he was being considered for a much
Reggie Williams. Jr (OF) — Tampa. Fla
UT Martin," the new assistant
promote
didn't
Calloway
interest.
no
showed
Second Teem
more far-reaching honor.
said.
because
Carter IRHP) — Newport News. Va
player
Ethan
college
potential
a
as
him
On Wednesday morning. Brockman. a
Haskins says it won't be difD J Baxendale (RHP) — Sherwood Ark
everyone. including Brockman, believed his
Murray State football commitment who had
Mitch Delfino(BHP) — Cloverdale Calit
ficult to make the transition
future lay on the football field.
Mychal Givens (IF) — Tampa Fla
considered forgoing his senior year of base"The two things that hurt him were that we from coaching high school boys
David Nock (IF) — Cypress. Calif
ball, was officially named to the publication's
Casey Brockman (IF) — Murray. Ky
him in a lot of different positions and to college women. "At the end
played
prestigious All-USA second-team.
Jake Mansnicii (OF) — Riverside. Cale
that he had already committed for foot- of the day it's still basketball.
fact
the
LeVon Washington (OF) — Ganesmile. Fla
In its listing, the USA Today cited the
It's exciting to be at the college
ball." Laker coach Zach Hobbs said.
NJ
Mike Trout (OF) —
senior's .520 batting average, low number of
Everett Williams (OF) — Austin Texas
Also working against Brockman was level and devote most of my day
strikeouts (four over 33 games), and perfect
from college baseball coaches and none from C'alloway's lack of success as a team this sea- to basketball."
25-for-25 ba.sestealing mark.
Haskins played college basson. The Lakers went 21-11 -1 but didn't reach
"It was shocking and I really don't think I professional scouts.
upset
being
after
Tournament
Region
at Lambuth from 1997First
the
ketball
register
didn't
name
his
ago,
months
Three
said
Brockman
deserved to be on the team."
1999. He was a two-time All
Wednesday afternoon. "I know there's plenty on the radar for state honors, much less nation- in the district semifinals.
When the USA Today called, the reporter Mid-South Conference Player
of guys even in Kentucky that are better. It was al accolades.
"I didn't know if I was going to play (base- told Brockman he had heard about his season and a two-time NAIA Alla shock and an honor."
were American. He led the nation in
Brockman was the Bluegrass state's only ball) or not." Btockman said. "I didn't want to but the only statistics he could find online
free-throw shooting percentage
representative on the list, which honored a risk hurting my arm. But baseball is the thing football.
Brockman made a quick phone call to during the 1998-99 season, and
total of 20 players split among first and second I've grown up doing and I wanted to finish it
Hobbs and then passed on the information to helped Lambuth win a Midout."
teams.
After a long football recruiting process. the reporter. He was told he was being considConference
Many of the honorees were taken in the
honors, hut was promised
h pionship and a top 25
Major League Baseball draft two weeks ago. Brockman locked down his college plans by ered for All-USA
So atm
Chu
nothing.
Player of the Year Man Hobgood, a first base- committing to the Racers in February, turning
national ranking.
On Wednesday. he learned of the recogniman and pitcher from Norco, Calif., was the down several scholarship offers from Division
"Brian is a great recruiter and
a
up
picked
who
tion from a family friend,
II and NAIA programs.
fifth overall pick by the Baltimore Orioles.
he is going to be someone who
in
But alter the USA Today recognition, his copy of the newspaper while vacationing
Brockman,on the other hand, had commitcan promote the university and
ted to play football at Murray State as a pre- future may once again be in limbo.
the community," McMillan said.
28
BROCKMAN,
See
Mi
scholbaseball
any
received
yet
He hasn't
ferred walk-on and received minimal contact

CALLOWAY SENIOR GOES FROM OFF RADAR
TO NATION'S MOST PRESTIGIOUS HONOR;

SPORTS
•Brockman
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From Page 18

Special Olympics of Murray-Calloway County recently celebrated the successes of the
2008-2009 year with an end of the year awards banquet at Thunder Holler in Lynn
Grove Team members attending included: (front row) Stephen Norsworthy, Tyler Jones,
Mary Ruth Saywell, Crystal Estes, Michael York; (middle row) Jennifer York, Ton Cobb,
Amber Baker, William Winchester: (back row) Steve Rogers, Delbert Hurley, Chris
Thomas, and Jon Lynn

Members of the Murray-Calloway County Special Olympics team recently completed a
very successful trip to Special Olympics of Kentucky's 'Summer Games" at the campus
:.pf:EKU in Richmond Proudly displaying many of the individual awards won at this year's
::livent; team members pictured include. (front row) Chris Thomas, Crystal Estes, Steve
F!ogers, Charles Ballard (back row) Jon Lynn, Toby Allbritten- Team Volunteer. and Gary
Thompson. Not shown. Jack Fry.
•.

Flondit
"I have no idea how they
found out about me," Brockman
said. "I was just like, 'I do not
need to be on this list with all
these guys that are going first and
second round in the draft) and
here i am playing football at
Murray State."'
In addition to his 500-plus bat
ung average. Brockman drove in
39 runs and scored 48, both trainhighs. He also hit four home runs.
It will be a long time before
anybody puts up that kind of year
at Calloway County and probably
in the region," Hobbs said. "You
don't have those kind of years
very often. You just don't see
those kind of numbers."

•Golf
From Page 18
In the upper consolation
bracket of the Championship
Flight, fellow Racer Megan
McKinney stayed alive by
defeating Anne Combs 5 and 4.
She played Tiffany Samborsky
at 8 a.m. this morning and, if
victorious, will play in the upper
bracket championship this afternoon.
Former Murray State golfer
Stephanie B. Watts saw her run
through the state am come to an
end Wednesday, falling to Emily
Haas 5 and 4.
Racer alumnus Tina Marshall
is still alive in the Second Flight,
where she'll play Ah Walden in
the semifinals at 910 a.m.
defeated
Marshall
today.
McLane Farr on Wednesday, 6
and 5.
Harper leads at MA waft
Calloway County golfer
Daniel Harper shared the firstround lead at the PGA
Championship Qualifier held at
Bardstown Country Club's
on
Course
Maywood
Wednesday.
Harper, a rising sophomore at
Calloway, is tied with Akash
Mirchandani of Prospect in the
boys' 13-15 age group.
Final round play is today.

Murray Ledger & Tines
Murray
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SC

AL
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National Lyon Rending*
All Times CDT
WO Deleon
L Pot GO
W
37 32 536
Philadelphia
514 1 1+2
34
36
Now York
2
77 38 507
Floods
4
34 37 479
Mires
17
20 49 290
Washington
Central Deleon
LPet GO
W
40 33 548
Si Louis
1
36 33.536
Mei/nukes
31 34 500 3 1/2
Chicago
34 36 486 4 1/2
Cincinnati
6
32 37 464
Houston
7
32 39 451
Pittsourgh
West Davleaon
L Pot GO
W
47 25 853
Los Angeles
39 32 549 7 1/2
San Francisco
10
37 36.514
Colorado
15
31 39 443
San Diego
17
30 42 417
Arizona

Arneelcan Lingua Windings
Al TITO* CDT
Ear Division
L Pot 09
W
44 27 620
-Boston
5
• Vail
39 32 549
%womb
5
40 33 548
7
Tampa Ba
38 35 521
Baltimore
az 39 451 12
Contra Derision
L Pct Oa
W
Detroit
40 31 563
5
Pannasota
36 37.493
6
Chicago
34 37 479
81/2
31 39.443
Kansas City
ti
30 43 411
Clevelarvi
Wad Division
LPcl GO
W
ae 32 543 Los Angeles
38 32 543
Texas
Seattle
36 35.507 2 1/2
Oakland
31 40.437 7 1/2

Wednessday's Gaines
Boston 6 Washington 4
Detroit 5. Chicago Cubs 3
PlibetAnti 10, Cleveand b
Toronto 8 Cincinnati 2
Tamps Bay 7. Philadelphia 1
Amid& 5, Baltimore 2
N Y rankest 6. Atlanta 4
Kansas City 4. Houston 3. 11 innings
Milwaukee 4, Minnesota 3
Chicago Wale Sox 10 LA Dodgers 7
Texas 2, Arizona 1
LA Angie* 11, Colorado 3
San Francisco 8, Oakland 3
Seattle 4. San Diego 3
Thursday's Games
Chicago Cuba (Ully 7-4) at Detroit
(Galeria°. 3-7). 12 05 p m
Kansas City (Banality 5-4) at Houston
(Moehlei 4-4) 1 05 p.m
L.A Dodgers (Bilingstay 9-3) st
Chicago White Sox (Richaro 2-1), 1 05

Wadneeday's Games
Boston 6. Washington 4
Dation 5. Chicago Cube 3
Pittsburgh 10. Cleveland 6
Toronto 8. Chanel 2
Tampa Bay 7. Philadephis
Florid. 5, Baltimore 2
N V. Yankees 6, Atlanta 4
NV. Mists 11,9*. Lout* 0
Kansas City 4, Houston 3, 11 'innings
Milwaukee 4, Minnesota 3
Chicago White Sox 10, LA. Dodgers 7
Texas 2, Arizona
L.A. Angelo 11, Colorado 3
San Frandsoo 6, Oakland 3
Seale 4, Ban Dego 3
Thuriators Games
Chicago Can (Lilly 7-4) at Dolma
(Gaiiimaga 3-7), 1'205 p.m.
St LOUIS (C.Cerpontior 5.1) at N.Y Meta
(J.Santana 8-5), 12 10 p.m.
Kansas City (Bannister 5-4) at Houston
(Moithar 4-4), 1:05 pm
L.4 Dodgers (Wings/ay 5-3) at
Chicago White Sox (Richard 2-1). 1 05
p.m
Minnesota IS Baker 44) at Mihraukes
(Burris 0-0). 1 05 p.m.
San Diego (Leetanc 0-0) at Seattle
(Washburn 34). 3.40 p.m.
Boston (Smola 0-0) al Wurtington
(Zimmermann 2-3). 8:05 p.m
Cleveland (CI.Las 4-6) at Pittsburgh
(Ohlendon 6-8). 605 pm
Cincinnati (Carlo 6-4) at Toronto (Cecil
2-1), 807 pin
Philadelphia (Bastardo 2-2) at Tampa
Bay (Sonnanstine 5-71. 606 pm
Baltimore (R HIS 3-1)at Flonds (Weil
2-2). 8.10 p.m.
N.Y Yankees (Peelle 7-3) at Atlanta
(D Lowe 7.5). 610 p m
Texas (Fsicimen 5-2) at Arizona
(Garland 4-7), 940 p.m.
Friday's Games
Chicago Cube (R.Wells 1-3) at Chicago
While Sox (Contreras 2-6). 305 p.m
Cincinnati (Harang 5-7) at Cleveland
(Sowers 14). 605 p m
Kansas City (Meche 4-6) at Pithiburgh
(Morton 0-0), 6.06 p.m
Washington (Detwiler 0-3) at Baltimore
(Eargelein 4-2). 805 pm
Frilladelpnis (Happ 4-0) at Toronto
(R Rornero 4-3), 907 p.m.
NY. Yankees(Sabel* 6-4) at NY
Nets (Palfrey 5-2), 610 p.m.
Boston (Beckett 8-3) at Atlanta
(Juniens 5-5). 6:36 p.m.
Florida (Jo Johnson 7-1) 51 Tanya Bay
)J Shields 6-51, 8.38 p.m
Detroit iVertander 8-3) at Houston
(W Rodnguez 6-6), 7.05 p.m
San Diego(W Silva 0-0) at Texas
(Milarood 7-5). 705 p.m
San Francisco (Cain 9-1) at Milwaukee
(Galiardo 7.4), 705 p.m.
Minnesota (Perkins 2-4) at St. LOUIS
(Wainwright 8-4). 7.15 pm
L A Angels (Jet WeeVilf 7-3) at Arizona
(Buckner 2-4), 8.40 p.m.
Colorado (Hammel 4-3) at Oakland
(Braden 5-6), 905 p.m
Seattle (Vargas 3-2) at L A Dodgers
(Milton 2-0).910 p.m.

Minnesota IS Baker 4-6) st Milwaukee
(Bums 0-0). 1 05 p m
San Diego (LeBlanc 0-0) at Seattle
(Washburn 3-5), 3.40 pm.
Boston (Smolt: 0-0) at Weehingegn
(Zenniamtarin 2-3), 6.05 p.m
Cleveland (CILite 44)at Pittsburgh
(Ohitinisori 64). 605 p.m
Cincinnae (Cal° 6-4)11 Torewto (Caps
.2-1), 507 p.m.
Philadelphia (Bastard° 2-2) at Tamps
Say (Sonnanatine 6-7), 508 p m
Balternore (R.HO 3-1) al Floras (West
2-2), 8:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Petals 7-3) at Atlanta
(D.Lows 7-5), 13:10 p.m
Texas (Facknan 5-21 at Arizona
(Garland 4-7). 840 Pm.
Friday's Games
Chicago Cube (R Wells 1-3) st Chicago
While Sox (Con(reras 2-6). 3:05 p.m.
Cincinnati !Harting 5-flat Cleveland
(Sowers 1-5). 605 p m
Kansas City Mocha 44) at Pittsburgh
(Morton 0-0), 8.05 pm.
Washington (Downier 0-3) at Baltimore
(Bargemen 4-2). 5 05 p.m.
Pala-tapas (Happ 4-0) at Toronto
IR Romero 4-3), 607 p.m
N V Yankees (Sabalhia 6-4) at N
Meta (Palfrey 5-2). 6 10 p m
Boston (i3eckett 8-3) al Altants
(Junlens 5-5). 836 p.m.
Florida (Jo.Johnson 7-1) at Tampa Bay
(.1 Shields 8-5), 6 36 p.m.
Detroit(Meander 8-3) at Houston
(W Rodriguez 6-6), 7:05 p.m
San Diego (W.Sliva 0-0) at Texas
(Millwood 7-5), 7.06 p m.
Minnesota (Perkins 2-4)11 St Louts
(Wane/fight 8-4), 715 p.m.
L A Anglia (Jar Weaver 7-3) at Arizona
(Buckner 2-4). 8-40 pm
Colorado (Hammel 4-31 at Oakland
(Braden 5-6) 906 pm
Seattle (Vargas 3-2) at L A Dodgers
(Milton 2-0). 9 10 pm
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Answers &!ow Prices Down rvery Aisle s"

9:30 PM - 10:30 PM ONLY!

ALL
dise
In The Store
Regular prse. in sr ix k items snly i tides as. Layaways gib Lards and veinal orders. 10% oft all
posts, was, panels gates ank rnoicrired venisrns ko rain twin Otter good ;tine 2761, 2009 only

Regular pike. in stork items only. Excludes
Offer good kne 27

10:30 PM - 11:30 PM ONLY! ALL NIGHT,8:30 PM - 11:30 PM!
ALL Posts ire,
ALL
es
Pan
Elise
Led
In The Store
idles
*Oar price in stock items only (Plucks gas, layaways gift cards and special ortiers.10% oft all
pots. ere panels gatr,and motonted %elates No rain checks Otter good ktne 2/th 1009 only

Excludes gas, layaways,981 cards and special orders
Offer good one 27th 2009 only.

•Memphis
From Page 18
weren't always happy in the city.
If Memphis does decide to
deal, Minnesota could be a willing partner. The Titnberwolves
have four picks in the first round,
including the fifth and sixth
selections - though they've
said they won't swap Nos. 5 and
6 to move up.
Whoever makes the call at
No. 2 likely chooses between
Thabeet and Rubio.
The 7-foot-3 Thabeet was the
co-Big East player of the year
and was the league's top defensive player, but still struggles to
consistently catch the ball and
shoot it. He knows people cnticize his offensive skills and has
been working to improve them,
but says none of the teams that
he's talked to made them an
issue.

2009 NBA Dish Omar
At Now Yomi.
Tonight
First Round
1 LA Clippers
2 Memphis
3 Oklahoma City
4 Sacramento
5 Minnesota (horn Washington,
6 Minnesota
7 Golden State
8 New YOrk
9 Toronto
10 Milwaukee
1) New Jersey
12 Charlene
13 Indiana
14 Phoeniy
15 Detroo
16 Chicago
17 Philadelphia
18 Minnesota (frar Miami)
19 Atlanta
20 Utah
21 New Oneans
22 Portland (from Dallas;
23 Sacramento (from Houston)
24 Dallas (from Portland)
25 Oklahoma City (from San Antonio)
26 Chicago (from Denver through
Oklahoma City)
27 Memphis (from Orlando)
28 Minnesota (from Boston)
29 L A Linters
30 Cleveland

Regular vire, in suxk items only

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIALS

ALL NIGHT,8:30 PM - 11:30 PM!

16" LARGE 1 TOPPING ccryout & ant in only)
12 OZ.. RIBEYE DINNER

510
8.99

ALL
nted
Items

16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 ith Unlimited Toppings ........

$11.00
$14.00
$24,I I

[nudes gas layaways, gift cards, special orders and posts wire. panels, gates and
motorized *ales No rain checks Offer good tune 27th, 2(Y09 only

700 N. 12th St., Murray • 270-759-8150
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4
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7 1/2
10
15
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w's Owes
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Nand 6
ti 2
deiphis
2
ante 4
el* 0
Mon 3, 11 innings
aeote 3
10, LA.Dodgers 7

orado 3
Oland 3

n• o...
7-4) at Dego*
(05 pm
Ow 5-1) at N Y Mee
10 p.m
Ow 5-4) at Houston
m
peke 4-3) at
(Richard 2-1). 1 05
r 4-6) at Milwaukee

C 0-0) at Seattle
40 p.m
)at Washington
6:05 p.m
4-6) at Pittsburgh
)5 p m
,-41 at Toronto (Cacti

mkt 2-2) at Tampa
5-7), 608 pm
1) at Florida (West

itte 7-3) at Aflame
p.m
2) at Amens
p.m
a Games
Vile 1-3) at Chicago
re 2-61. 3-05 p m
5-7) at Cleveland
pm
•4-6) at Pesourr
P.m
ler 0-3) at Baltimore
)5 p m
4-0) at Toronto
07 p.m.
*this 6-4) at N.Y.
6:10 p.m.
3) at Atlanta
i p.m
n 7-1) at Tampa Bay
p.m
5-3) at Houston
, 7-05 p.m
I 0-0) at Texas
Spot
In 9-1) at Milwaukee
5p m
2-4) at St Louts
'15 p m
saver 7-3) at Anzons
)p.m.
14-3) at Oakland
p.m.
1) sit L.A. Dodgers
r.m.

Advenners we requested to chid
the lust newton of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times el be
,esponsibie for Only one incorrect
'insertion Any error strsel be reported immediatery so correcoons car
be made

Lad
Ilstiss

A civil action has been filed in the Calloway County
Circuit Court. Civil Action No 09-C1-2152. by the
(..ounty of Calloway. and Commonwealth of
Kentucky. County ot Calloway, By and On Relation
of Secretary of Finance and Administration Cabinet
against Larry !murk. Barry Imue, and Wife Rita
(mu', Individually and as Hein At law And Next of
Kin of Jesse Imua. and Wife, Ila N Imus, Both
Dereaaed. William Madrey, Fred Nester and Wife,
Joan Neater. and Unknown Heirs, Sisters of Larry
and Barry Imus, and any other person claiming any
right, title or interest in the property particularly
demenbed as follow,
Tract No 1
Lot 036A, Unit III of Croppie Hollow Shores as
ehown by plat of aame which is recorded in Plat
Book 4, Page 17, of the Clerk of Calloway County
Court
Tract II
Loh, 28 and 29. Unit III of Crappie Hollow Shores
as shown by plat of mime which is recorded in Plat
Book 4. page 17, of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
Being the same real eatata, conveyed to Jease Inna
and wife. Ila N !mug. Jointly as life tenant+, with
the remainder in fee simple to the survivor of them.
by deed from Fred Neeler and wife. Joan Nesier
,lated the 31st day of March. 1986 and recorded in
Deed Rood 234. Page 456 in the Office of the
Callaway County Clerk
Any person claiming an interest in the
property ahould immediately contact Kevin F
Qualls, Attorney, P 0 Box 1622, Murray. KY 42071.
telephone number 12701 767-1718 The failure to
unwed a claim in a timely fashion may result in the
waiver of your legal rights and defenses

PUBLIC AUCTION
Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Saturday, June 27th at 8-00am
Unita A-9, A-42. E-34. CB-16

PUBLIC
AUCTION
AAA MInIstorage
Saturday

TO: Tabatha Phillips &
Mike Reynolds you
have 30 days to
remove property from
1388 Kline Trail, New
Concord. KY. Ph 270436-2096

June 27th
9:00 AM

Need to fax your

1506 Dluguld Dr.

ad?
Our number Is

Units 7, 8, 30, 49,

270-753-1927
62, 97

11 iltu

The United Methodist Women of the First United Methodist Chutrh of
Murray, Kentucky would like to thank thefollowing individuals and businesses who contributed to our successful dinner and auction event. This
fundraiver on Friday, June 19th raised over $6,(XX) to benefit Angel's
Clinic and Need Line. This is truly a special community...people coming
together to help others. Thank you so much.
Quiliers of Murray first UM('
Wayne Bates Gallery 121
Phillip Powell
Mr & Mrs Ken Winters
John & Rebecca Irvan Estate
The Gallery Sheila Vacka
Jack Wallis Dotes
Judy Moore
Joe & Suzanne Keeslar
MSU Bookstore Don Kohenwin
Miller Memorial (kilt Course
Chuck & Paula Hulick
Annette Owens
Carol Wimbericy
Ronnie & Carolyn Poole
Jerry & Kay Gupton
Tucker-Frost Circle
Sid & Melinda Easley
MCCI4 Wellness Center
Marra:et Entis
Lois Keller
Benson's Sporting Goods
Effie Kemp
Dwight & Janet Bnnii
Friendship-liannah Circle
Mane Event
Rare Earth
Lamy Cunningham
Bad Bob's Barbeque
Shogun Japanese Steak & Sushi
Chin hanker
Teresa Neely-White
Cracker Barrel
Pocket Shell Stations
Glona's World Village & Rest
Woock-rafters Galleries
Barb Kilby
Toni & Sandra Whittenberg
Murray Country Club
Oaks Country C!ub
Dumplins
Sppedway Convenience Stores
Sirloin Stiakade
Kroger
Name Brand Discount Shoes
Gary & Carolyn Page
Martha Broach
Betty Milliken
Inez Shinstine
Maxine Jones
Johnny McDougal
On the Mark Catenng
Cake Lady
Don & Anita Heath
Margaret Squirt
020

Bruce & JoAnn Puschnig
Shema ell Antiques
Molly Watson
Anna Wright
Hunt Smock
Jack & Thelma Barley
Jim & Pat Harris
Chris & Donna Brenner
Jean Will,
Mike & Pain Stamper
Garden Gate Cale
Wilson's Florist
Poppanina•
Murrray State Athletics
Los Portales
University Book & Bean
Penique's
The Place
OK Kelley
Tom's Grille
Sullivan's Par S Golf Course
Pagliai's
Massey Cilgo
Tranquil Moments • Debra Fable,
Cheri Theatres
Boone Laundry & Cleaner,
Tumbleaced Grill
The Butcher Block
Nick's Sports Pub
• Jasmine's Thai Restaurant
'".1111111un Worn Restaurant
Karen Guthrie
John & Joan Bowker
Kathenne Hussey
Peggy Nieschlag
Alice Koenecke
Kay Burkett
Tom & Posy Lough
Jackie Harrison
Es' Craig
Right Way Nursery - Ben Wright
Rolling Hills Nursery
Pat Weatherly
Magnolia Tea Room
David & Beth Buchannon
Joyce Key - Mr Vs & Lady .1 v
Doug & Vicky Craton
Norm & Jo Rae Pettier
Dairy Queen
Elements
Dan St Frankie McNutt
Hunt & Jennye Sue Smock
Louise Pool
Dr & Mrs Conrad Jones

020

James H. Freeland
Dearest Husband, Dad and Grandfather

June 25, 2007

DAYLILY clumps for
sale! $10 & up.
Bluegrass Gardens
Daylily Farm.
684 Crossland
Road,(683-S) Murray.
Wed-Sat 12:00105:00,
270-227-0460

On His 2nd Anniversary
In Heaven
Always In Our Thoughts
Forever In Our Hearts

Lowest U.S. prices
10-8 thru July 5
5835 Old Pans
Murray Rd., Pans
(731)1342-1240

-rrost
difieles
McD•Arac lyic
or eumecy, rurrtY
rimer 10017 IS
Afe 47 eft
Brandon

(270)348-4413
SOCCER try outs
4'5 ranked MCCSA
Revolution. Youth 14
girls if interested call
270-832-3930 or 270227-0505

MR. TUXEDO'

Love, Your Wife Zeta
Children - Carol (Joe) Terry (Susan)
Grandchildren - Luke, Chad

2 A.K C Teacup Yorkie
Terrier puppies for free,
C ontact
robineter04@gmail.co
m or (270) 753-7863.

and joint
(270)753-8809

Beyond The Edge
Walmart Shopping Center
Paris, TN

.)

5.03
8.99
$11.00
$1400
$24 111

BLUE DOT SALE
Fri., Sat., Sun.

25%-50% OFF
As eda & Merle Norman Products
731-642-8474

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can
be made.

FAMILY dog missing
Young male red Irish
setter Weanng orange
collar w, silver reflective stripe & 2 flea collars Needs heart medication daily Is also
neutered If seen or
know of dogs whereKevin
abouts call
270-348Richerson
Angelia
or
3620
270-227Richerson
3060 No questions will
be asked

Free Pallets

ill

hill La

Star Saw
'ue3do

$8 25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day
• 3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon L lassifieds go Into Smart Saver

%Zook,

IkaSpA.

111..rulal

Mk 1 px.

Flirt

Ittt 1 pi.

Solunlar

'iaia3z ix
gLigt_sreitargem491_.eir-o.yol rrel

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

050
Log and Found
FOUND Male, Golden
nea
Retriever
Ridgewood on 6/17,09
293-2898
060
MeV Wanted

MD&
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
Caoowoy Co Prcpane Gas
in Murray has an opening
tor a local propane MM./1y
bobtrock Ones, an0 tank
op.installer must have a
CM_ -Marna, wianker
tin/lent pay, great Denotes Please call 753-7485
or loll tree to, Waver, at
1.800-874-4427 art 142 or
emelt hen al
wyanwyck•upgas corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
ebpage at
murrayledger coin,
you wall he redirected
to pitiner work coin
By default.
Murray and lot at ),,b,
listings will appear Oil
this website
Howes ta. as a national
website, not all listings
on the tobrietwork i:ont
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please Lail
us it you have ah1
queslions regarding
the Munay area
1, listings Thank atm
PROMINENT Lighting
Company search for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager
For immediate cosruderation. please lax
resume and cove, let
ler toi 270-856-3471

PART-TIME Office
help Some telephone
marketing experience
helpful, local office.
Write P0 Box 2426,
Paducah. KY 42002
MURRAY Super hi
Motel looking for parttime
maintenance
1292 S 12th St

0j
L 0
4

NOTICE

Help Waned

FIREWORKS

I, Orlando)
en Sordoni

Nada

48.50 Column loch, 90'. Discount 2nd Run.
40'1, Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 !Us Must Ri,r, Within 6 Do Period ,
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guider
i I I
a ts

LEGAL NOTR E PRIVATE

n Washington)

Danes;
'rom Houston)
lortiand)
(horn San Aniona,
Denver through

DEADLINES

1 /11.-.1'1 '1\ \ 15.-x

Leal
Nodes

1

an Miami)

430 Rew Estate
430 Lie Property
440 Lots For it..
445 Lab For nano
ISO Farm Far Sole
463 acne.
MP Homo For it..
470 Molorcycles a •Tv •
MO MAO Purr
406 Sport Laney Venn.
MO Weal Cara
405 Yam
500 Uwe Trucks
510 Coweeni
520 Soots &Motors
530 Service% Onsied
SOO Free Column
570 Totecco 11 Suppe.

To Place Ydur Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

In Loving Memory of
a Draft Order
Jew York
)night
t Round

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

too For,, Equipment
!Da
30040:0n.
300 10040 EquOpPWX
210 Firewood
220 Muetc•
MC WON Home Loa For Isla
270 Modes *Somme For it.,
200 Mobile Homes For Itlerd
2•6 Moose none Lots For Rent
/00 0.1111••• ROMANI
120 Apertrionts For newt
330 Rooms For Rent
MO nor.. For Rent
MCI Swage Rentals
370 Commarcel Property
310 Pets S &amen
390 LereMocir a Supplies
410 4.0444
425 Land 444 Rent or Lame

Due to the 4th of July holiday the
classified deadlines have changed:
There will not be a paper printed on Saturday, July 4th.
Friday July 3rd deadline is Wednesday July lit 0 2:00 :
Monday July 6th & Smart Saver deadline
is Thursday July 2nd 0 11:00

TIMES

LETiLER &

Britthaven of Benton now has a fulltime position for an experienced
cook/aide for nursing home environment. Must be able to work days,
afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Britthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOE/AAE

cleaners.
VACUUM
bags belts. & hoses,
Jerry Sporting Goods,
Mayfield

Email us 0:
mIlOmurrayinigtenim

SUBSCRIBE
150
Articles
For See

The Henry County Board ot Education
is now accepting applications for
Staff Nurse (LPN or RN)
Harrelson Elementary School. Puryeer
Th,s ,s a 179 day/year position aligned
with school breaks & holidays, caring
for 425. students Two years expenence
required. Applications may 1143 pocked up at
Henry County Board of EduaetiONCSH
217 Grove Boulevard, Paris, TN, or
on-line at wymbenry12,net(employment)
Submit application by Mon. 13 Jul 09 to
Wendy S. Collins,(270) 293-2932
Director of Nursing
The Henry County Board of Education
Is an Equal Opportunay Employer

.WA
i .523/

.rt

wwvy.watiappeals.con-.
'4(7; g04(
Aperleurib For Rent

FAMILY
Assistant/Caregiver
Trying to make every
day fun with 86yr
morn but chores get in
the way. Need help
with dressing, laundry.
meals, driving, light
housekeeprng. email.
unpacking. Possible
overnight/weekend
Slays. Possible vacations_ Part time to
start. Canton 309-6784496.

MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class
(270)223-0789
Weekend
MURRAY
Estate 96hr.
Real
licensing class July9August15. Investment
$960 credit/debit cards
online, or cash. check
order,
money
or
by
Registration
appointment. 18yrs,
experience. 270-2239
8
7
0
deloiseadarns0yahoo.
con,

OFFICE MANAGER
and Clerical
Calloway County Propane
iv Murray has an opanIng
tor an othce manager and a
stance! pospon Most nave
a good allttucle and Oboe
work expenence The best
lot you wal ever have with
excellent pay and Omehls
otease call 12701753-7485
800-874-4427 axe 142
or email
wvanyryck wipes corr

Practical Der.tel
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12. 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohlulental.co
m Or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

AFFORDABLE childcare. 293 9794.
HOME or office cleaning. 270-227-6535.
STAY at home morn
has opening for childcare. (Mon-Fri days)
Smoke free/ pet tree
home Have experience and references.
Murray, Hazel area.
270-970-7357. Leave
message if no answer.
WILL watch children in
rTry home. 14 years
experience 753-1219

VER-TTIRE.
P,oper-P. Marto,.

www.murraykyspartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer, trash & Cable TV includsk:
Appliances included. No PETS'

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
1213 N. 16TH ST., MURRAY, KY
(270)753-1970
Open Mon. Wed,
Thur & Fri 8:00-1:00

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs'Upgrades
759.3556

Accepting applications
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air
1st month's rent is

Want"Am
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting.
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters.
elec range. refngerator. storm windows.
etc . '•3-4109

AX1Sr--

Find out what's
happening
this summer...
subscribe to It'),.

I

MURRAY
I
I
I
I

LEDGER &TIM ES
Local Mail

Home Delivery
6
1 yr.

3 mix ..-

$3.00

6 isso.--

463.00
3110.00

1 yr.........

Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail •

3
6
1 yr.-.-.-.....$120.00

Subscriptions
3 /MO.
ft ma.
I yr..------.4145.00

& Bothanan

4FT
above
high
ground swimming pool
Ladder & accessories
used briefly one summer Currently in storNew
Near
age
270-436Concord
2858
95 INTL 9300 CV Red
06 Cylinder Regist Wt
80.000
93 Metro Carhaul SE
Red
Physical conditioning
Equipment Universal
Centurion 10-station
machine Like new, use
very little
227-9965

FREE!

with one year lease
Basic rent starting at 5345-5375

Check

Money Order

Name
I St Addres,
City
"
I
I State
I
Daytime Ph.__
I
Mail this coupon with payment to

1

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753•1916

a

Murray Lo
431 • thursdas. June

CLASSIFIEDS

25. 2009

11111E

Murray Ledger & Times

0J4NOUNC
MillY,dS

Apertnents For Fent

DOM

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
re n s
24,7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

/905 Daiwa Dr • Memos, KY 4207

270-753-8556
TOD 1-80-545-1833 Ext. 28.3
ONE MONTH FREE RENT WITH 1 YEAR LEASE
(Me and 1.4, Reclomm Apuronenti
entrul Hew 6 Air
6
.4CCEPTING APPLICATIONS - j
-4

amb Fa ROW
I
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Best XBR
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Electrpnics. Inc . corner of 8th arid Arcadia.
wvevernurrayelectronicsinc.corn
(270)753-7567.

1BR, clean & nice. an
appliances including
w/d No pets 270-4362524. cell 270-2936906
2BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
753Coleman RE
9898
2 BR townhouses on
Stadium View Rd. with
w/d Starting at $475
Please call 753-7559
available
2, 3BR
Various
locations
Coleman RE
7539898
2BR 2BA All
Appliances Stanfora
Dr
SBG Real Property
Professionals
753-9999 x114

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD EttoNS

(270) 1531713
Ham FundWilaws
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Rood Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

B-Allts
Chambe
Tiactoi 6ft woods belly
mower. $1,500. 9785655

2BR Duplex. C/H/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-13
Northwood. (270)7530259
2BR Duplex, Carport
Call 227-7414
2BR duplex, nice.
Ca-t/A, appliances rurnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR townhome loft
1 5BA. WO. 2-car
garage $650/rent.
5500/deposit.
1 -year lease, no pets
(270)293-3904 1401
Diuguid Dr
4 BR 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

ragsflarilais

nava to
fk your needs
Located by
Froggy radio nation

lid* Homes For Sake
-01V99ER Finance*
16x60 3BR, 2Ba on 35
acres $3,950 down,
6545 a month 3380
Guthrie Rd.. Pans.
2707753-1011
**Owner Fincance**
1600 3BR, 28A
down.
$3,950
2220
$495/mo.
Wrattier Rd.
270-753-1011
PRICED to sell. 1999
16x70 Fleetwood 2BR,
2BA, all appliances
included. garbage disposal, covered porch,
metal storage bldg,
carport located Fox
731-247Meadows
3046
Mobile Homes For Rent
14X58 2 BR $300 pe
month plus deposit
Lake Patterson Pt
270-436-6280
38$1, 2BR $27500
783-6012
Home Lots For Rent
$110 per month. Nice
clean park. Newe
homes only 492-8488.

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts very
close to MSU Laundry
on site Furnished units
978avail. Contact
1123,
1 BR apt, various lacations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 OR 2bi opts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1801 Ridgewood,
2BR. IBA Duplex, all
appliances, including
W&D Call (606)5615133
/BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
/cno. 767-9037
.
60
.
$2
NICE 2BR. 1Bath all
aknces furnished
293-1924

wise,
Meallalk 946814118
tww9nol emit
site Rad Pwweity
Prerowlenaft
270-2144101

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696. 2934600
NICE & clean, new carpet 2 bedroom duplex,
refrigerator.
stove.
washer & dryer $350
rent, $350 deposit
270-293-3761.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
for
TOWNHOUSES
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA.
oven
refngerator.
stove. washer & dryer
Close to
included
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1.2 off. Call 270348-0458.
340
Woos F-or Rent
1BR. Appl furnished,
no pets 753-0728
994-3308
2 BR, very nice
753Coleman RE
9898
2&3 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove. Murray
94East, lease &
deposit required 7534109
3BR, 2 Bath 2 acres.
no inside pets possible lease option $750
month (270)293-5090
3BR. 1Ba, hardwood
floors, garage, appliincluded
ances
1604
$750/mo
Kirkwood 759-4696,
293-4600
414 N 8th nice 2BR
appliances
duplex,
w/d, $400
416 N 8th nice 2BR
bnck house. $500
489-2741
LAKE house 38R.
2BA. furnished 8 decorated. Large great
room, kitchen. sunroom. $950imo. 270436-5321

ENGLISH Mastiff puppies,
Beautifully
CKC
marked Parents on
site $500 753-3113.
293-7777
SHIN-T.2U AKC, pupmale/female
pies,
$200-$350 Call afternoons 270-251-0310

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
June 27th, 2009•10:00 a.m.
6889 State Route 94 West, Lynn Gro‘e Community
Murray, Kentucky 42071
,

:01
a,A

•

•
,JI

HUGE MOVING SALE
93 CLAYTON DRIVE
(94 EAST FIRST ROAD
TO 'THE RIGHT)
SATURDAY
7:00-4:00
Sofa, wing back chairs, dining table
with six chairs, cabinets, dishes, tiller,
grill, clothes, books, John Deere lawn
mower, golf cart and much more.

In
•EBC.
Engineered
Buildings
Comp° ,
Commercial
Church, Rid
30-200 Wi
Span. Wino
859-744-23€

...••••

1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562 *
AL RENTALS
MINI-NIORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Carer i4121 S & Crlendsle.
19X10 $25 11/x15846
12701436-252.4
1270)293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905
NORTH WOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 x114
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
.Inside climate control
storage
•Secunly alarmed
*Safe & clean
eNe sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Units for boat, auto.
trailer etc
1st month free
(270)753-3119
(270)293-2482

YARD SALE
1501 KIRKWOOD
FRIDAY
7:00-1:00
SATURDAY
8:00-12:00
Lg clog training
crate. 2 seat stroller,
leaf blower, furniture.
toys, Barbie's, bedding, pillows, queen
mattress set

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
1555 COLES
CAMPGROUND
8:00-3:00
Craft materials
desks, chairs,
china cabinet.
some XL men's &
women's clothing,
linens & much

more.

Real Estate Offered at 10:00 a.m.
YARD SALE

MOVING SALE
E-16 COACH

1910

ESTATE
FRIDAY &

WESTWOOD
FRIDAY &

SATURDAY
7:00-4:00
Plus size women

SATURDAY

clothes, misc.
household items,

8:00-7

Jewelry, furniture.

YARD SALE
503 S. 18T11 ST.
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Easy-set pool 16x42,
computer printer,
large Igloo doghouse garden statues, baby bed, high
chair, boat motor,
girls, ladies clothing

YARD SALE
EARL CT.
OFF OF
FAIRLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
All sizes kids clothes,
boys. girls, teens, toddlers. Abercrombie,
Hollister plus size
women's, men's toddler bed, corntorted
sets. books, lots more

YARD SALE
810 GLENDALE
ROAD
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Electnc stove. sports
cards, comics.
movies, books, lawn
chairs, steins,
clothes & much
more

BIG YARD SALE

RD. 5 MILES
NORTH 641.
THUR, FRI & SAT
6:30-1
Ladies & baby
clothes, baby toys.
electronics & lots
more

NEW - 7,000 sq. ft. Industrial building
for rentilease on East Chestnut Ext.

270-759-4851

Call
for more information.

Small offices and office
available
suites
Adjacent to MSU $200
and up Including utilirestrooms,
ties,
kitchen, conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE 270247-2421

-Need to advertise your •
yard tale,
Call
753-1916

TURN RIGHT AT
MIDWAY TO 1828
FOLLOW SIGNS
SATURDAY
6:00-2:00

4:00-7:00
SATURDAY

DOG Obedience
436-2858

801 BAGWELL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

!Hurray Ledger & rielff Fair
Housing Ad Notke
All real estate a,Ivemiird hems
is vubrd to the Federal Fair
Housing Avi whach makes it
illegal to advertise anv prderdice limitation or docninination based on race, color, rebport, vex ILIMICar. familial 'las.' or national origin, or inlenlion to make an, such prefer'
111111taltionS of ii1,711Plild •
torn
State Laws torbid discnmination
in the sale rental or advertasing
or real estate based sm, factors in
addition to !h.-, protected
under tedvral
We still know inglv :cm env
advertis•nF tor ieel estate is hivh
is not in violation 04 the law All
person. WC herr+, intormed
that all dwelling,advertised are
ailable on an equal opportuth basis
IsO turther assistance still, fair
lousing Ads ertising requirement, contact NSA vun I
Rene P Warn, 1.1', •••• Ivo

weed eaters lawn
& garden, etc

1905
LARKSPUR

1:00-6:00
SAT. 6/27
9:00-3:00

KY Lake Cottage
Lakefront from the mid
40's. Water Edge RV
Park; Marina
(270) 436-5321

8:00-1:00
storm windows
TV area rugs,

HUGE
GARAGE SALE
9374 ST, RT. 121N
NEAR GRAVES
CALLOWAY IJNE
FRI & SA7
6:00-12:00
Computer, furniture,
home decor. name
Mand men's &
women's clothing
homemade shelves.
swimming pool, wedding decorations, left
hand golf clubs

Yard
Sale

your auction needs contact:

• Dan Miller Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-41.44.
Darrell Beane Auctioneer and Associate 270-435-4420 .
Terry D. Paschall. Broker and Auctioneer 270-767-9223
MN'dAnmMera uctionCe 't.r on)

FOR I
Teralia
7
rill1L—.

903 Northwood

411111MIllr

Carp=

Drive, Murray

11111,

Move-in ready duplex. Each unit
has 2BR, IBA. Newer HVAC
installed. Close to MSU
Val Bath 949-322-1495
or 270-978-0074
(AA) Government Funds avallabla
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737
1121
NA•Parts

LAKE front home, central heat 8 air, 2 car
garage, boat dock
270-436$350,000
2544 or 270-978-2138

4.5 Acre Lot- Oaks
Country Club Road,
For Sale By Draw.
Luxurious living for
lovers-lust
horse
minutes from town!
Build your dream
among Murray's moat
homes!
luxurious
Tract 5-A for 90K
firm- reduced for
quick sale.
Call Val Bath at
949-322-1495 or
270-322-0074

3BR, 2 BA new conCampbell
struction,
$229.000
Estate
Call for appt 7533966. 293-9747
4BR, 1.5 BA brick
home apps. 2,000
scift, C/H/A, 2 car
garage on 1 acre
wooded lot 270-9780505. 270-978-1107.

USED TIRES
14 15.16 inch
'Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3BR, 2BA, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre,
gas & water. 1/2 murray. $147,000. 270519-8570

New 2-4
Bedroom banes is
Riverfielid
BC, Real
Prat
293-7172
We Slay
Hosanna

Fast Cash Off*
Stop ForeclosuallI
761-HOW

Tools, old coins.

tables

FRI. 6/26

CHI-PIN (hybrid name)
MotherPuPPY
Minature Pincher, Dadlong haired Chihuahua
Both on site One left
293-3536

GARAGE SALE

7:00-12:00
Men's clothes, elephant collection,
some pictures &

ESTATE SALE

"SAWMILLS
ONLY
3
Convert you.
VALUABLE
with your ow
portable bat
Log skadden
able
sawmills.c
Free inforr
800-578-13

•,.

A to Z stuff

Leos Proesey
END OF
ESTATE SALE
1706 KEENLAND
FRIDAY

DR.

old
WK
12
Bloodhound puppy, full
registered $350 obo
270-293-6404

CARPORT SALE
80 MIDWAY RD.
641 S. RIGHT ON
1828, 2ND HOUSE
ON RIGHT.
FRIDAY 8
SATURDAY
7:00-8:00
Car seat. girls 27-3T,
toys. household
items, odds & ends
Rain or shine

For more information and

MITCHELL

Fisei Ellis

medal Proc.
For SW

EQUIP
FOR 1

will be held on June 18th and 23rd from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. or call
for appointment.

STORY RD.

YARD SALE

370

t
-DISH
Satellite n
installed F
week! 100+
b
$9.99
account nei
$$$ down
(866)689-0E
now for deta

3 Bedroom. 1.5 bath, brick home, central heal and air, paved
drive, attached carport, 2.5 car detached garage, large lot, city
water, natural gas. Any house built prior to 1978 may contain lead
base paint. A post inspection waiver will be a part of the contract.
Make your inspections prior to auction. A 10% buyer's premium
will be added to the final bid and will be included in the contract
price. Terms: 15% down day of auction balance in 30 days.
Auction held on site. Not responsible for accidents. Open house

Not responsible for accidents.

636 WEST FORK

Metal building 88x40
insulated 12t1 walls,
gas heat, can be used
as two shops Located
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. 270-436-2935
Retail Store in Hazel.
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porct.
Really nice! Great for
antiques,
restaurantretail. etc
$1200.00/month 1
year lease 270-4928211

BUBB
SERV1

Yd Sale
GARAGE SALE
1389 HAMMOND
RD.(1836 N)
FARMINGTON.
TURN RIGHT 0
COLDWATER
BAPTIST CHURCH
LIGHT 1.5 MI. ON
LEFT.
FRI., SAT. & SUN
7:00-4:00
Furniture. housenold
items, speakers,
clothes. etc

-One order (
One smart n
time and I
making oni
place a 25-*
fled in, 70
newspapers
$250 For r
mation, co
classified
of this new
call KPS
81321
BUILD

,It
se

Yard Sale

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

; cop.neni

Motorcycle helmets.
ackets. boots & saddle
bags Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield.

HUGE INSIDE YARD SALE
OLD OWEN'S BLDG.
MAIN ST. NEXT TO MATT B'S
3 PARTY FRIDAY
5 PARTY SATURDAY

Pubic Sala

400

29R 119A talw Front
pr

apasa.to
.Stlaaimo.
lisc
Intiluelse

L

Furniture couch. chair/ottoman 2 dining room
suites 2 coffee tables, 2 end tables. recliner,
wicker chairs, baker's rack. small desk, antique
sewing machine . men & women clothing all
saes, dishes, kitchenware, linens. girls clothes
(0-4 toddler), shoes up to size 8, lots of knock
knacks & books

R

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Mks Sais

D• IVORCE
out Childria
FRE
With
change
c
(wiie only)
sentiment /
Fast and as
24 hre 7 cls
789-0198

111TV's
Dune Buggy Sears
Scorpion 6.5hp, yellow,
max, fun , 1 pull start,
approximately $1500
new, $975 270-2276175-Kenny

elUtilly Vehicles
l

'311sred
'AM:
LAWN SERVIL
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping 6.
eat Vacuuming
satisfartnin guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
[A1.1 751-19th tev

SPECIAL!!! 0.1
. This 1x1.5

could he

,

yours

for ONLY

2007 Ford Expedition,
47.000 miles.
excellent-conretion
Asking $15.500
(270)703-3820

2007 Corvette, 5,000
burgandy. 2931231.
2004 Toyota Camry
SE, 4-cyl., 4-door,
loaded, black.
Excellent gas mileage.
58,500. (270)444-7566
03 Intrepid, loaded,
good condition $4.000
293-3758
2000 Buick Century
custom sedan. 34.000
owner
miles, one
garage kept, immaculate condition $6,850.
Call 270-753-7875
1996 Nissan Maxima,
199,1300 miles, loaded,
sunroof, $3,000 obo.
270-293-3228.
94 Oldsmobile Asking
$1,500 runs good.
Needs new home 2270343

54,300-extra chrome.
2931,800 miles.
1231.
Fleetwood
2006
noncamper 3311
smoker. nice, $7.500
obo 978-5655

FOR

•A NEW C
NOW)!!! Br
laptops & cis
or NO C
Problem
weekly payr
Its yours Nr,
BOO-816-26i

HELP 11

S85

per month

Honda
2006
CBR1000RR, 5,500
miles, great condition
SOO
blue & yellow, two
I
Used Truclu
brothers carbor fiber [
slip on, hot bodies
flush mounts. $8,000
92 Ford Ranger Sport,
obo. 270-227-6900
115,000 miles. Runs
good. 5sp. $1 , 100.
2005 Harley Davidson
dresser blue & silver, 270-227-1968

2001 Honda Elite 50cc,
street legal. perfect
condition $800. 4362542. 227-2915

2005 3211. Chevy moto
home. Fully self con- )
tained. 11,000 miles'
brand new inside &
out. 293-1231.
2000 34 ft. Prowler, 3 ',
slides, set-up in park,
lake view, site paid for
2009 $14.000 Waters _
Edge Park/Manna 270- •.
436-5321

*Try WV,W.k
a FRFE s
renters and
Custom
amenities, p
ing direct'
morel

Up to 20 words
(270)753-1916
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Remodeling
-Screened Porches
.Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
-Decks
*Home, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 HOUR mama
Res ('urn,, & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-837. 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Cleanout garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

•Rooesirg 'Remodeling
•knoirs •isistrred
*No Job too swan
•Finicrtring mlohle
227-'2617
7
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service Lawns, shrubs.
tilling,
bushogging
blade work
H-436-5277
C-978-0543

-Able to tn
eight people
once neces
oortation &
niched, exj
training. W
entire US.
dietary. a

186-214-10

'Call Landn
Tired of be
Land
I v.ww.lrenki
stiR growire
W o r
Superinten
Foremen
experience
civil indust
darns, elle%
highways. 1
ums, coluiy
nomebuilch
Must be al
out of the
days work/
home rotati
expenses,
flights, hob
diem,
Landmark.
!Neese call
c
6888
resumerng
mn Relccati
not require

AD
Co.
TEO
Free
Free Pic
Relate
Factor)

Virus R
Dale E
(270)

ALL Carp
-Rem ode
'Addition,
'Decks
-Porches
•Pole Bai
•Laminati

-Mobile h-floof-Ov
•Underpil
Larry Nit
227-0587S3-235
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Cons . ruction
REAL ESTATE
PartProfessionals
McCoy's
•OIVORCE with or withMOWING & Tnmming
AkIndge & tAcCuision
Time Sign-on Bonus
Lawn Service
*Owner MUST Sell.
out Children $95 00
Reliable
scheduled
Roofing Co
up to $.20K Great pay.
Quality work at
DOCKABLE
DEEP.
With
FREE
name
lawn maintenance Any
benefits Elite hands-on
15. veers exp.
a great price'
(was
POINT
LOT
change
documents
size yard in lawn or
training
Licenses oonireetor
Retirement
4,4owtrig •Tnmrning
NOW
$299,900)
(wile only) and mantel
FM(
county Tree trimming,
Saiminetim
Pre.
Call Mon-Fn (800)282*Yard Clean-up
10 *en ires ler
'
$99,900 Bank called
settlement agreerne.it
mulch etc
shrubs
1384
(270)293-4020
'Free Estimates'
note Owner needs to
Fast and easy Call us
available Cali Steve
(270)293-1924 ‘,N
& Debris Removal
(270)293-6604
Maintenance
Tree
a
Own
cash!
raise
24 his/ 7 days 1-888767-9178
Govt Jobs Part-Time
•Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
789-0198
Dosens of fields. Paid prime point or lot on
plumbing,
workMISC
epquipment
modern
'AI
Removal
*Stump
160,000
Simmon's Handyman
training wi potential spectacular
Cohen
SMITH'S Masonry
•One order, One check,
painting, electric, etc
-24 hour emergency service •Licensed & Insured
& Carpentry Service
sign-on bonus Great acre recreational lake at
ResidentialiCommerci
One smart move' Save
227-6535
Tree
years.
Over 20
benefits Annual travel a fraction of value' All
FREE all metal storage
al Block, brick, stone
Ron Frame Jr.
time and money by
service also. Call Don,
shed 8x10 You hau
opportunities. Call WWI- infrastructure complet
foundations, fireplaces,
VIC Enterprises
Res. 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
making one call to
519area.
Murray
ed. Excellent financing
away Contact Chris
Fn (800)282-1384
patios
basements,
Home Improvement,
'No lob is complete until customer is satisfied'
place a 25-word classi8570.
Don't miss out. Call now
270-331-6805
30+
retainer wails
brick, stone roofing
fied in 70 Kentucky •HOST FAMILIES for
1-800-704-3154 x3083
years
experienTes
210-5324
newspapers for only
Foreign
Exchange
FREE luttens to good
SITE prep. utilities & (270i 527-8275
436-6211
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10 years ago
John Allen Knight, a lieutenant with the Bessemer Police
Department, Bessemer. Ala., has
accepted WI offer to become
the new chief of police for the
city of Murray. according to City
Administrator Don Elias.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Potts
were married for 60 years June
24.
The Fifth Bark in the Park
will be July 2, at the courthouse pavilion at the Murray
Calloway County Park. This is
sponsored by the Calloway
County Humane Society.
20 years ago
Chris Edwards, member of
the Murray High School Band,
was chosen as field commander of the Kentucky Lions Club
Band at the organization and
rehearsals at Murray State Umversity. Shannon Gray of Calloway County High School is
also a member of the Lions
Club Band. The group will be
in Miami Beach, Fla., for the
International Lions Club Convention and Parade in July.
Herman Carrot Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman L. Carrot of Rt. I, Almo, has enlisted in the United States Air
Force and is now in training
at Lackland Air Force Base.
San - Antonio, Texas.
-JO years ago
Connie Talent of Murray,
counselor with the local office
of the State Bureau of Rehabilitation Services, has been
named the Kentucky Rehabilitation Counselor for the Year.
Roy Milton Greshman Jr. is
serving as the minister of music
and youth at Memorial Baptist
Church, Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Moffitt will be 'named for 50 years
Jane 29.
:40: years ago

Installed as new officers of
the Murray Lions Club were
Z.C. Enix, president, Lester
Nanny, first vice president; Joe
Pat Ward, second vice president;
Rex Thompson, third
vice president; John Belt. secretary; Frank Fazi, treasurer;
Finis Griffin, lion tamer; and
Pat Trevathan, tail twister.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dee Todd
were married for 50 years June
15.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Popp,
June 23.
SO years ago
Installed as new cif-leers of
the Murray Lions Club at the
meeting at South Pleasant Greve
Methodist Church were Joe Pat
James, president; Robert Houston, first vice president; C.C.
Lowry, second vice president;
Bethel Richardson, third vice
president; James Rogets, secretary; Rob Ray, Measurer;
George Lilly, lion tamer; and
James Blalock, tail twister.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Garland;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John
Neale Purdom; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Lee Todd;
and a boy a) Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Sanders.
60 years ago
A meeting of West Kentucky Fire Chiefs was held in
Murray to plan a bigger and
better Western Kentucky Firemen's Association meeting to
be held in Murray next May.
Prentice Lassiter, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, has released the names
of the teachers for the grade
schools and high schools for
the 1949-50 school year.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Sofia" starring Gene
Raymond and Sigrid Curie.

COMICS / FEATURES
Layoff is a blow to man's
self-esteem and marriage
DEAR ABBY: I have started a promising career I thoroughly enjoy. But my husband,
'Derrick, has been laid oft from
his job due to the economy.
I love Derrick with all my
heart. I hate to see him hurting.
I keep reminding him that he's
still a wonderful person
and a great
worker. I tell
him God is
watching
over us and
will
help
him; it seems
to be doing
no
good.
Losing
his
job appears
By Abigail
to have damVan Buren
aged his selfesteem as a mart and, with it.
our ability to connect. My husband is distant all the time.
I desperately want to help,
but I'm getting scared, too.
realize it is my turn to be strong
for us now. Any words of advice?
-- PRAYING IN NEBRASKA
DEAR PRAYING: Love him,
support him and encourage him.
Remind him that losing his job
waseet his fault, and all he has
to do is look at the news to
know that he is far from alone.
Your husband wilt need to
network to find out what jobs
are out there for people with his
skills. If that doesn't pan out,
he may need to explore retraining for a career other than the
one he had planned. Believe me,
you both have my sympathy.
There will be an end to this
recession eventually, and it's
important that you not lose sight
of that fact. It is also important
that your husband not isolate
himself. The more people he is
in touch with, the better his

Dear Abby

MAW In Ilistin
By The Asaociated Press
York's Madison Square Garden,
Today is Thursday. June 25, which he had designed, by milthe 176th day of 2909. There are lionaire Harry K. Thaw, the jeal189 days left in the year.
ous husband of Evelyn Nesbit.
Today's Highlight in History: (Thaw was acquitted of murder
-Ott June 25, 1950, war broke by reason of insanity.)
004. in Korea as forces from the
In 1938. the Fair Labor Stancommunist North invaded the dards Act of 1938 was enacted.
South,
In 1942, some 1,000 British
On this date:
Royal Air Force bombers raided
In 1788, Virginia ratified the Bremen, Germany. during World
U.S. Constitution.
War II.
In 1868, Congress passed an
In 1959, spree killer Charles
Omnibus Act allowing for the Starkweather. 20. was put to death
readmission of Florida, Alabama, in Nebraska's electric chair. Eamon
Louisiana. Georgia, Nonh Caroli- de Valera was inaugurated as presna and South Carolina to the ident of Ireland.
Union
n
In 1962. the Supreme Court.
In 1876, Lt. Col, George A. in Engel v. Vitale, ruled that recital
Custer and his 7th Cavalry were of a state-sponsored prayer in New
wiped - out by Sioux and Cheyenne York State public schools was
Indians in the Battle of the Lit- unconstitutional.
In 1973, former White House
tle. Bighorn in Montana.
In 1906, architect Stanford Counsel John W. Dean began tesWhite was shot to death sop New tifying before the Senate Water-

gate Committee.
In 1996, a truck bomb killed
19 Americans and injured hundreds at a U.S. military housing
complex in Saudi Arabia.
Ten years ago: During a news
conference, President Bill Clinton
said the people of Serbia had to
"get out of denial" about the atrocities blamed on Slobodan %losevie and decide if he was fit to
remain president of Yugoslavia. The
San Antonio Spurs won their first
title as they defeated the New
York Knick.s 78-77 in Game 5 of
the NBA finals.
Five years ago: Republican Jack
Ryan withdrew from the U.S. Senate race in Illinois after allegations of sex-club visits with his
then-wife, actress Jeri Ryan President George W. Bush and his
wife. Laura, opened a European
trip as they arrived in Ireland.

Et./NEtY Ell. lit' '-1-•--stt•-•> -
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Dealing with

hepatitis C

chances for hearing about an
opportunity,
DEAR ABBY: I just returned
home from a doctors follow-up
appointment with a specialist (not
my regular doctor). My appointment was for 1:15. I was finally seen at 2:30. Can you guess
how long I was with him? The
visit lasted a grand total of seven
minutes. It's a good thing he
didn't take my blood pressure
because it would have been
through the roof.
I understand there can be
unforeseen issues with patients,
but shouldn't the front desk staff
inform the patient when he or
she walks in about a delay? And
how long is appropriate for a
doctor to keep a patient waiting? Is it appropriate for a patient
to demand to be seen? Can you
issue an ultimatum such as, 'I
need to leave in 10 minutes'? - SICK OF WATTING IN DENVER
DEAR SICK OF WAITING:
When you arrived for your
appointment, you should have
asked the receptionist if the doe.
tor was running late, and if so,
approximately how far behind. he
was. That way, you could have
stepped out for a cup of coffee
if you wished.
In my opinion, if a doctor is
running more than 15 to 20 minutes late, the next patient should
be warned. However, making
demands ot issuing ultimatums
is not appropriate. A more effective way to deal with it would
be to call the doctor's office an
hour ahead of time to see if he's
on schedule.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I recently attended a spaghetti dinner. Is there a proper way
to eat long noodles, or should
one just put in a forkful and
slurp up the noodles until they
are gorse?
US;NG MY NOODLE IN DULUTH
DEAR USING YOUR NOODLE: Spaghetti can be a challenge. but consuming It by starting at one end of the noodle
and sucking it into one's mouth
is a distinct no-no because the
sound can disrupt conversation.
There are, however, exceptions
to this in other cultures -- where
noodles represent longevity and
to cut them would be bad luck.
According to Emily Post, the
proper way to eat spaghetti in
our culture is "to hold the fork
in one hand and a large spoon
in the other. Take a few strands
of pasta on the fork and place
the tines against the bowl of the
spoon, twirling the fork to neatly wrap the strands.
"For those who haven't mastered the art of twirling the pasta
strands, there s the simple cutting method, Just be sure not to
cut the whole plateful at one
time; instead use your knife and
fork to cut small portions."

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 74year-old female and have recently contracted hepatitis C I'm too
old tot interferon or a transplant
I'm itching all over and have tried
cornstarch and all anti-itch creams
Is there anything 1 can take or
any foods 1 can avoid eating to
get nd of the
itch'!
DEAR
READER:
Hepatitis C is
one of six
identified
hepatitis
viruses and is
generally
considered to
he among the
most serious.
As a genBy
eral rule, the
Dr. Peter Gott infection does
not produce any symptoms in the
early stages, and, until liver damage occurs, most people remain
completely unaware they even have
the disorder. When syniptoms do
occur, they present in the form
of muscle or joint pain, poor
appetite, nausea and fatigue. and
are commonly attributed to other
causes. Later-stage symptoms can
be low-grade fever and persistent
or recurring jaundice of the skin
and eyes.
Hepatitis C can be acquired
by contact with blood contaminated with the virus, through injecting drugs with contaminated needles. body piercing, tattooing or
through hernodialysis for kidney
failure. In 1992, improved bloodscreening testing became available. Transfusions received prior
to that year increased the possibility of transmission.
Testing can be performed
through simple blood drawing.
Should the results be positive,
your physician can order a mem-

Dr. Gott

tire of the quantity of virus present and can have the genetic
makeup of the virus evaluated.
The knowledge of which of the
six genotypes has been contracted will help a physician determine the most appropriate course
of treatment. If minimal liver
abnormalities are discovered, no
treatment may be necessary. How ever, because there is no true means
to determine whether liver disease will develop, a physician
might choose to fight the virus
While inappropriate for people with major depression, a common medication for care is interferon combined with ribavirin, a
broad-spectrum antiviral. The duo
has been known to clear infection from the body in up to 80
percent of those treated_
Oddly enough, you indicate
you are too old for interferon,
because side effects include skin
irritation for both interferon and
ribavirin. There is a strong possibility that a rash is causing the
itch you experience, and skin rash
should be brought to your physician's attention. It could represent a progression of the hepatitis that should be addressed. Or
you may simply be on a different medication for another medical problem that has skin irritation as a side effect. In any event,
you require something stronger
than over-the-counter remedies for
relief.
It is also important that you
take steps to reduce your risk of
worsening damage to your liver.
This includes eliminating all alcohol from your diet. Also, any
medications that carry a side effect
or risk of causing or worsening
liver damage should be discussed
with your physician to determine
whether they are truly necessary
or whether there is an alternative.

11161ract Bridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•7 6 4 3
A Q8
•A J 6 2
+63
WEST
EAST
VAKQ52
•10 98
VI 9 5 2
•K 10 6 4
•10 9 7 3
•Q 5
+84
+97
SOUTH
•.1
73
•K 8 4
•AKQJ 1052
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
Pass
Pass
5*
Opening lead
ten ef spades.
When a contract depends solely
on the favorable distribution of a suit
or the sUCCCS5 of a finesse, all you
can do is hope that the fates will be
on your side. But in some hands that
appear to depend on luck, the luck
element can be reduced or eliminated
entirely by good play.
Take this ease where South is in
five clubs and West leads a spade.
Fast wins and continues with a
spade. ruffed by South.
Declarer starts with an excellent
chance of making the contract. He
can draw trumps, lead the king and
another diamond, and finesse the
jack. If the finesse wins, he is home

But even if it loses, his prospects are
still good. The diamonds may divide
3-3, or, failing that, the hear, finesse
may work.
All these chances added together
make South a strong favorite to bring
in his contract. Yet, as the Fast-West
cards lie. South would go down if he
followed this line of play. Ile would
lose the diamond finesse, and later
the heart finesse, and suffer a onetrick defeat.
However, declarer can improve his
chances if he varies his play slightly.
After drawing trumps, he should
cash the ace and king of diamonds
rather than attempt a finesse in the
suit. In the actual case, this safety
play succeeds, since Fast was dealt
the douhleton queen.
Note that playing the diarnoads
in this fashion does not harm South
one bit. Ilad Fast held the x-x of diamonds instead of Q-x, declarer
would still make the contract by next
leading toward dummy's Ox and
establishing the jack as a trick on
which to discard a bean.
The (Remould finesse is thus not
necessary even if West has the queen,
and so should not be taken. The recommended approach allows South to
make the contract whenever West
has the queen. whenever the diamonds are divided 3-3. and, most
importantly, whenever Last has the
doubleton queen, which adds significantly to his chances.
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Amt.
Strive tc win
Dr.'s visit
Meditation
guide
12 Pkg. enclosure
13 Hombre's
abode
14 King in a play
15 Lime cooler
16 Melt.
as an icicle
17 In" crowd
19 Not hunched
21 Annex
22 Talks wildly
24 Buckeye or pistachio
27 College credit
28 Relax, as rules
29 Pocket change
32 Lumber
34 Hurt all over
35 Astronomer's
sighting
36 So longl
37 Blush makeup

39 Shriner's hat
42 Assert
44 Unwary
46 Microwave
48 Scale meas
50 Herr's wife
51 Shrink's reply
(2 wda.)
52 Electric fish
53 Autumn colors
54 Pallets
55 Boring
56 Kind of poem
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1 Suppress, as a
rebellion
2 Hiker's need
3 Tentlike
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4 Travel word
5 Hit the Tab key
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7 Who Made
Who' rockers
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9 Fret letter
10 Knock politely
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Sin
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25 And, for
Wolfgang
26 Gridiron stets
27 Hilo guitar
28 Ewe's plaint
29 Apprehend a
suspect
30 Bitter cold
31 Verified
32 Swamp
33 Roasting
chamber
35 Digit
37 Pharaoh's god
38 Lubricated
39 Pink-slipped
40 Escape using
agility or
speed
41 Europa's lover
43 Dregs
45 1960s hairdo
46 Pen part
47 Employ for
some purpose
49 Underhanded

